
NEW AND OLD PANATHENAIC VICTOR LISTS 

(PLATES 71-76) 

I. THE NEW PANATHENAIC VICTOR LISTS 

FINDSPOT, DESCRIPTION, AND TEXT 

The present inscription (pp. 188-189) listing athletic victors in the Panathenaia first 
came to my attention a number of years ago by word of mouth.1 I do not have accurate 
information about its initial discovery. The stone was initially under the jurisdiction of 
Dr. George Dontas, who helped me gain access to it and determine that no one was working 
on it. My own interest in the inscription in the first place stemmed from the hand. With the 
assistance of the Greek authorities, especially the two (former) directors of the Akropolis, 
G. Dontas and E. Touloupa, whose generous cooperation I gratefully acknowledge, I have 
been granted permission to publish this important inscription.2 In October of 1989 I was 
able to study the text in situ and also to make a squeeze and photographs.3 

I In a joint article it is particularly important to indicate who did what. In this case Stephen Tracy has 
primary responsibility for section I, Christian Habicht for section II, and both authors for IV; section III is 
subdivided into parts A, B, and C: Tracy is the primary author of A and B and Habicht of C. Nevertheless, 
this article is the product of close collaboration. Although initially we worked independently, each of us has 
read and commented on the other's work. The final draft represents a version agreed upon by both authors. 
Photographs: Pls. 71-75, SVT; P1. 76, Tameion Archeologikon Poron. 

All dates are B.C., unless otherwise stated. Works frequently cited are abbreviated as follows: 
Agora XV = B. D. Meritt and J. S. Traill, The Athenian Agora, XV, Inscriptions: The 

Athenian Councillors, Princeton 1974 
Boeckh = A. Boeckh, Kleine Schriften VI, Leipzig 1872 
Clarysse and Van der Veken = W. Clarysse and G. van der Veken, The Eponymous Priests of Egypt, Lei- 

den 1983 
Davies, APF = J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families, Oxford 1971 
Habicht, Studien = C. Habicht, Studien zur Geschichte Athens in hellenistischer Zeit, Gottin- 

gen 1982 
Koehler = U. Koehler, Inscriptiones Graecae II, Berlin 1883 
Kyle, Athletics = D. G. Kyle, Athletics in Ancient Athens, Leiden 1987 
Le Bas and Waddington = P. Le Bas and W. H. Waddington, Inscriptions grecques et latines re- 

cueillies en Grece et en Asie Mineure, Paris 1870; repr. Hildesheim 1972 
LGPN I = P. M. Fraser and E. Matthews, A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names I, 

Oxford 1987 
Martin, Cavaliers = A. Martin, Les cavaliers athe'niens, Paris 1887 
Mommsen, Feste = A. Mommsen, Feste der Stadt Athen im Altertum, Leipzig 1898 
Moretti, IAG = L. Moretti, Iscrizioni agonistiche greche, Rome 1953 
ProsPtol = Prosopographia Ptolemaica in Studia Hellenistica 6, 1950; 8, 1952; 11, 

1956; 12, 1959; 13, 1963; 17, 1968; 20, 1975; 21, 1976; 25, 1981 
Rangabe = A. R. Rangabe, Antiquite's helleniques II, Athens 1855 
Thompson = M. Thompson, The New Style Silver Coinage of Athens, New York 1981 
Tracy, ALC = S. V. Tracy, Attic Letter Cutters of 229 to 86 B.C., Berkeley 1990 
Walbank, Commentary = F. W. Walbank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius I-III, Oxford 1957, 

1967,1979 
2 I also owe considerable thanks to Professors Glenn Bugh and John McK. Camp II for their encourage- 

ment and help. In addition, A. E. Raubitschek and Thomas Drew-Bear have offered helpful suggestions on 
early drafts of sections I and III A, B. 

3A travel grant awarded by the College of Humanities and the Graduate School at the Ohio State University 
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Column I Column II Column 1 

a. 170/69 a. a. 166/5 a. a. 162/1 a. 

uncertain nanber of lines lost uncertain number of lines lost uncertain number of lines lost 

1 [miy1dSv] I uot lost 

L _ _ _ _ _ _Apu ro p&rsiM Mevecrpixou ra[v6tovi&o +4Xij] lost 

3 14XV)CP&~tOV] 3 ceyet BimAov 
Eue[.]a[.]v KcaA['ca 4 'Av]TtoXe*T f3V rP6* A4v(nt) Auxv8pog NwwogAlyelEog i)v 

5 6nXfrMv 5 & tCi[V] itnM[&ai' IMit RoXCAtMoet] 

AcX T&apo5 Tp*XoU 1eXcnuKq 6 Tiyp(uxq) 5(yet ndkeAcrapit Einyiwv AXLK@C[OU OlV1&q fUXij] 

7 ioxo ayp)wv vuA1yeI uX5 7 wtSqauXov 

'Apiamatxy,oqE ooXou Olved&n uXl 7 uyet &K&ntov &wvo-q QIvetsoq H ] 

9 (c]nokM 'Anpav AkMiuAou riA og nAnq YaKp ;tl YiyvoyuAtyeovuXTK 9 YT 1A [niOV] 

I....7 ...iv 5C(yet SicAov 9 & TiiV tUXV I X et Ebn4Levo5 Efiwou 'A o[vtoXiKO fvX)] 

11 'Ayvix lfoXuOXeftou UltoXepaad&q +Xng 'Apoxt4ft Numcaiou Alavtib5o X uXn 11 ev tnt I oobp6uAwt & niixV4wv ouvcopi&t nwXKei] 

lCeyeL &ncK64Lov YIaKp6l Yew AAlye`o& fvX 11 Yicov MiivoiXa Ncoropo A[L J 
13 5e(yet nOantuct 1A<y>v oXu3inrulr?oe=do,faf 

KtXTgt nrXq4K&h 

MKp6Kn5 Iwybvou AtIye& y Ae o o 'AaKAxT& tXiPaKou L - 
15 E*YEt U0CATTt 

13 'innt 6x*Utov 15 cruvwp't wXEA[iat] 

Awv KcmXfwu Kexponuq +fisT AyviK f oXUKXeArouJftroXeWad8o5 f&uXT AtwKoupi8r 'AyaOoKXo[ug - ..... j 

17 buuat =AeAurrte eK TWv +UXpxwv 15 kTV t[vIEEWV ItTUw ItOXeJSaTeuZ 17 apjct niwxuc[t] 

Bevbv Akitvu lav&tovi&x viAit JffIrrpwv 'ApxE)&uM OiveI&x ~UXf 'Ayno6AXea Nouviou AL [ - 

19 .mai 8iauxov 17 lnuol bimkov 19 KeXnTt teAXcit 

etO); (oieeciXou 'AvrtoXi&O ,Xi NK6Crp=toc; 'ApXeX&m Olveu 5 Eott&ux 0(KtKOU 'AVvoXe[ ...j 

21 Inmat 4Kn&tnV 19 21 &PTI teAXekt 

'OOXaK "Aopwvog AbyelBo& sSuXijg NxoyEw Nixvo AtyeibK vXns [BlJoa a KXeont&1pax ftXj[ro-e11XEjaiou] 

23 t noXeAe1 tc Tiv ITVt7WV 23n K A xtv InoXvruciv Imrw ctoXu < 6 >4 [wt] 

1ff6mpav 'ApxeX60u Ovel&oS fUXnq 21 
& 

Tiit 1noSp6wnt eK n6rvtwv BaatXEi EMovng NatXe.O 'ATr[6Xou 'AttaXi&q 4)uXfir] 

25 8iau>ov V NK6aprrtor 'ApxeX6u OlveIo& +uXis pz 25 apjsst iioXAs,tapiswtt] 

&6X*ntnV ZWiXog XWKXouK T EoXEqat6oi fuXfl 23 'Hp&Kevror 'AVTr&pov `AvtIoXeiJ( TcQiV Tnpo A#V(nlt) 'Apativ X4tou AIyeio& fuX[ts] 

27 v tiit 1no8p6fLmnV KAT11t nwXtK@i KOXT1Tt WnIUCW3 27 <(>,EytitCoAsutiit 

'ArOXXOa)PO 'AnoXXo&XPou KtrtteK 25 Mnv6&Opor. 'ApteAsi&pou 'AvrtoXE* 
&n6 

MyboVit(ca) ZNVWi M EVeCKp&ou AKaWtVrrfi&n fuicI 

29 T-eXeiwtv 'AoxXnnt6ft 'AcAnnw&pou Zeuplcb u ovcibteXke<i>at 29 r65yed iau koV 



OaVcWi4t& TUI)XUe 27 Znv6Ao(W Rwaufvou 'AvrtoXeU* 6m6 KUOvou 1XEAUKO5 8EO&WP;OU 'IMOOWVi[ZOK 4UXTl51 
31 KXcaLv&Tn K&pwcvocr AtyuaOTivn 31 auvwpi(t noXeJUw-rpn[U] 

TeAXciaL 'ApXay&Gn JfoXuKuXrTou 'AvrtoX} 6m6 Irup&jg(ou) 2 BazatXEi ProXqezto,; PaatAXw[r FroXq=diouJ 
33 iipprrL tTXuiAtx E1phvloXe,uiou 'AXkckav8,pk 29 Euybeux ZiWwvos Autoxk an6 KOVOU 33 ThrOXecua&K 4UXij VAc.3i < >e -yel &KacA,UOV?] 

teXeiwL ['O]XuMAuI 'AyfTopo; AaKe8atAovia KEXnTL TeXeiwl) [EiXevoc EUOevou 'AKac=vri&o, fuXN-Il 

35 mnnwu iioXubp6jwt 31 ATnpo4v Rwao&vou 'AvrtoexE 6m6 KUOvou 35 Ouvwpi8& biauXo[V] 

Ei4P&vwp 'OXOJJnou lToXeqaLi=8oq uXN- &p ua=t TeXeiwal lep6q 6 br voq eyeCTo 
37 iipp=L nOXEAW<O;WIfl OaaXEU* 33 wal4&vn ZnvOcfiou 'AvrtoXei5 6m6 K(6vou 37 auvwpit &K*n[Iov] 

E u-ens PaatXwew ATTr&Xou ATTcXWOg UXTI EK riwv ilrwL IToXup6wl (e*aaTor A[U]KiaKOU Ep4L J?] 

39 aP,UcrrTI XeiWI C35 Auoiein 'OPOaY6poOU KepoiOc +uXnS 39 6U a KnVWUCoi &YGVIa n,L caP lO - J 
Uaucr=XO ATULoKXCour Alyeboq FuVAT <Z>Ci EILSOiT)aE Kal TOX k& Ta4 Ca. 10 J 

41 R 6yBiauXov et OUX1V &Pi= T I OXeSWWI 41 aatt TOtI ewep-y&at TnppwaV L _ca- 10_J 
'Aviay IoXuK) ?fiTou 1rTOXepatI6OS .uXnS 37 EUKXT?5 'epO6vcou OicVeWO 

t UX;1 dYwvtatvOuq ecyUaYeV L [ ca. l1 - 
43 aUVWi8Pt noXeAtaJTPiat &CUyct nO,UcKt 43 T;fkj nawrwS ~eeO e L - - 12-1 2 

'Api=atczXLuO EoOUXOu Olvezbo 0uXiiS 39 NtKoyeVn NiKwVoS AlyeI&x FuXn;S vacat to bottom 0.275 m. 

45 avwVpI&t reXeiaL (,dryet biauXov 

'A-yviKo TroXUKXiToU lIfoXEAIcoai&x fvA 41 lcybc lwyivou AL-yei&ox uAXik 
47 avvwpi&t Baunov 

-ATTmXo paaLXwc; 'Ar6&Xou 'AtczaXi&x U(urT- 
43 IWKp&TS lwybVouAIyel&x SuXnS 

'Apirataxnot EifocvAou Oiveix fUXk auvWpi8t biauAov 
51 aov{V}Uwpit 6a[&]InIOV 45 AwnieiO 'OpOay6pOu KeKPOCMi&n IXAiM 

ThippoK IT(ippou Ifavi5tovi&n OuX)- auvwpit 8iauXov 
53 auvwpi& &Kd&Jntov 47 'EneXis KpaTiou Olvejx quXN- 

DtXoKp&rTnT roXueXeiTou UToXeAatiOS fuXN- auvvoepi8& a'Ka'ntiov 
vacat to bottom 0.177 m. 

49 Xcybvrs Xcaybou Alyet&o5 fuXijS 
auvwpi8t 6icA&tjov 

51 TiMWv TiMWvoc 'EpeXOet&x- fvX 

cYuv(pIBt 6arc6untov 

53 EOKXAi IepO&vcou Oiveto& VuX\f1 

vacat to bottom 0.156 m. 
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The inscription is built (inscribed face up) into and presently is one of the top blocks of 
the late Roman fortification wall, the so-called post-Herulian Wall on the north side of the 
Akropolis. The location is just south of Hadrian Street, east of the Tower of the Winds in 
the area of the Diogeneion.4 The block of gray marble on which it is inscribed is roughly 
rectangular: 0.71 m. high, 0.92 m. wide, and 0.19 m. thick. The letter height and interlinear 
spacing vary from column to column. Detailed measurements are provided below in the 
epigraphical commentary. The block is broken at the top and right side. Although the left 
side is preserved, it will not be possible to assess its treatment until the block is removed 
from the wall. The back too seems to be original and rough picked;5 the bottom reveals 
rough chiseling and three rectangular dowel holes. An area across the bottom of the face ca. 
0.055 m. in height has been unevenly pared down to give a recessed band (P1. 71). The 
surface of the face along the left edge (P1. 71) is deliberately pocked with discrete strokes as 
(apparently) a kind of decorative treatment. The inscribed surface itself reveals light rasp- 
ing with a tooth chisel. The grooves do not all run in one direction but are at points vertical 
and at others slanting or almost horizontal (see, for example, P1. 73:b). 

The text preserves almost completely the record of the victors in the equestrian events at 
the Panathenaia of the years 170, 166, and 162. 

TYPE OF INSCRIPTION AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

This inscription and the others similar to it, i.e. IG 112, 2313-2317, have been taken as 
lists of Panathenaic victors. None of these lists, so far as we can now determine, preserves 
any sort of preamble indicating the date or the festival. It is, therefore, at least worth con- 
sidering the basis for the assumption that they are Panathenaic victor lists. What other 
festivals in Athens included athletic and equestrian events, i.e., those events preserved on the 
present block? Such games are known at the Eleusinia, the Theseia, the Ptolemaia, and 
perhaps the Olympieia. IG II2, 1672, lines 258-262, records trieteric and penteteric contests 
at the Eleusinia which included gymnastic and equestrian events. Johannes Kirchner and 
Sterling Dow discovered and published two fragmentary victor lists from these games; these 
lists are datable to about 150 and reveal that the equestrian program featured events distinc- 
tive to the Eleusinia and different from those on the present inscription.6 The program 
of the Theseia is well known from IG 112, 956-965; the categories of events differ from 
those on the present text and make it clear that it is not a record of winners in the Theseia. 

made a trip to Athens possible. The American School of Classical Studies provided a pleasant ambience for the 
work. Two friends then at the School, Sara Aleshire and Kathryn Morgan, provided needed assistance. 

4Concerning the Diogeneion and its location, see Travlos, pp. 281, 579 and fig. 722 and A. Frantz, "A 
Public Building of Late Antiquity in Athens," Hesperia 48, 1979, pp. 194-203, esp. pp. 201-203 and fig. 3. 

5 Because the block lies face up on top of the wall, only a very small part of the back at the edge could be 
examined. 

6 "Inschriften vom Attischen Lande," AM 62, 1937 (pp. 1-12), pp. 3-6, nos. 2 and 3. The authors' grounds 
for the date were primarily prosopographical. We may now add in corroboration that no. 2 and IG II 2, 2316, 
which is to be dated to 158 (see p. 218 below), have a victor in common, Aeo[vr]tXos 'ApXlir7rov (see p. 228 
below). In addition, these two texts commemorating the Eleusinia were inscribed by a cutter at work from 169 
to 134 (Tracy, ALC, pp. 146-151). See also E.M. 12896 = Hesperia 7, 1938, pp. 294-296, no. 20, a fragmen- 
tary 4th-century inscription which apparently also deals with the Eleusinia, as A. M. Woodward ('Notes on 
Some Attic Decrees," BSA 51, 1956 [pp. 1-8], pp. 3-5) first demonstrated. 
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Athletic (yVPV&Koi) contests are frequently mentioned for the Ptolemaia,7 but only one attes- 
tation of an actual event survives, the boys' diaulos, on an inscription from the Argolid.8 The 
Olympieia are less often attested, and the only certain attestations in the Hellenistic period 
of the events of the Athenian festival are for the maneuvering in formation of horses known 
as the anthippasia.9 It is recorded in two inscriptions of the first half of the 3rd century B.C., 

a tribal decree for a phylarch commander in the event10 and a dedication.1" In short, we 
have so little evidence about the games associated with this festival that we can make no 
comparison with the present inscription. But the lack of evidence for gymnastic events sug- 
gests either that there were none or that they were of minor importance. 

In summary, the program of events demonstrates that these inscriptions do not record 
victors at the Eleusinia or the Theseia. They are unlikely to be for the Olympieia, but they 
could on our present knowledge pertain to the Ptolemaia.12 What makes their identification 
as Panathenaic victor lists highly probable, if (it must be admitted) not completely certain, is 
that the winning contestants come from far and wide to compete and that among them ap- 
pear royalty. The games at the greater Panathenaia were the premier games held by the 
Athenians. None of the other games here considered are likely to have exercised the same in- 
ternational appeal. 

The present inscription now becomes the largest fragment we possess of a Panathenaic 
victor list. It preserves the bottom halves of three lists with the record of the equestrian 
events and, at the end of the third column, a tantalizing mention of theatrical contests. The 
other events for the boys, youths, and men in footraces, wrestling, boxing, etc., were in- 
scribed on the upper part and are now lost. 

The preserved height of this block is 0.71 m. To the preserved width of 0.92 m. should 
be added about 0.10 m. to give the third column its full width plus (probably) a small mar- 
gin. This assumption results in an original width of ca. 1.05 m. These dimensions suggest 
that we are dealing with an orthostate block of some kind. Since orthostate blocks are often 
slightly higher than they are wide, we may estimate the height of the block as approximately 
1.10 m. 

The three lists of events and victors each vary in the amount of vertical space they 
require. One cannot extrapolate a common starting point by calculating it based on the 
number of lines lost and the spacing of the preserved letters. If these calculations and meas- 
urements are made, it becomes apparent that Column I began ca. 1.03 m. above the bottom 
of the block, Column II ca. 1.12 and Column III ca. 1.22 m. Clearly these lists extended up 
onto the course above. They do not have a common top margin because what was above 

I See the mentions of the gymnastic contests in, for example, IG II2, 891, line 13; 956, lines 34-35; 958, 
line 31; 983, line 4. For other references, see C. Pelekidis, Histoire de 1'ephe'bie attique, Paris 1962, p. 300. 
The following inscriptions may now be added to this list: Agora I 7138, line 7 (Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 58-60); 
Agora I 7182, line 17 (Hesperia 47,1978, pp. 49-57); Kerameikos inv. I 1, line 6 (AM 76,1961, pp. 128-129). 

8 Moretti, IAG, pp. 117-121, no. 45. 
9 See Xenophon's description of the maneuvers involved in Hipparchikos 3.10-13. 

10 Agora I 5326, published in Hesperia 9, 1940, pp. 111-112. 
, IG II2, 3079, lines 5-6. 
12 It is, however, not very likely, since it is improbable, as Habicht reminds me, that subjects of the Seleucids 

would participate in a festival called the Ptolemaia. Yet contestants from the Seleucid empire predominate in 
these lists, especially in the open equestrian events. 
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them varied. Each had, at the very least, some sort of preamble. Wreaths placed at intervals 
on the upper course(s) of an honorary base in relation to which these lists were inscribed 
would naturally account for the lower placement of some columns. 

The thickness (0.19 m.), which seems to be original, is unusual for it does not match any 
of the inscribed walls or separate, but closely related, stelai known to this writer. The walls 
on which Nikomachos' law code was inscribed were 0.092 to 0.144 m. thick;13 the so-called 
Attic Stelai range in thickness from 0.08 m. (stele IV) to 0.15 m. (VI, VII),14 while that of 
the great archon list IG 112, 1706 is 0.14 m. 15 Nor does the thickness suit ordinary orthostate 
blocks from buildings, which vary in thickness but are usually 0.30 to 0.50 m. For example, 
the walls of the building on which the inscriptions recording the victors at the Dionysia and 
Lenaia, IG 112, 2319-2323, were inscribed were approximately half a meter thick. 

The existence of the uneven pared-down band ca. 0.055 m. in height along the bottom 
of the block suggests that a molding (which ran across the bottom edge) has been cut away so 
that the block could be re-used in the post-Herulian Wall. The presence of the molding in 
turn seems to indicate that this block is an orthostate from a base or other monument, rather 
than from a building. 16 No exact or close parallel is at present known to me. 17 One can posit 
perhaps a base for an equestrian statue or for a quadriga which had a facing of marble 
orthostates. Whatever the final explanation, the lettering on the block and the inscribed 
surface reveal very little weathering. It stood, therefore, inside a portico somewhere, if not in 
the Diogeneion, perhaps in the large two-storied stoa near by.'8 The precinct of the Eleu- 
sinion (see p. 198 below) is also another likely spot for the monument from which this in- 
scription came. At least one of the other known Panathenaic inscriptions is probably also 
from this same monument (see pp. 219-220 below). This whole inquiry, however, is handi- 
capped by the fact that IG 112,2315, 2316, and 2317 are known to us only in copies. 

DATE 

Prosopographical and historical arguments allow us to determine the dates of the lists 
on the present inscription quite precisely. (For a full presentation of the prosopography, see 
section II, pp. 205-217 below.)19 An important indication of the date is provided by line 22 
of the third column. The clear vertical stroke which appears at the beginning of the final 
preserved letter space requires the restoration of Ptolemy as the father and makes it certain 

13 S. Dow, "The Walls Inscribed with Nikomakhos' Law Code," Hesperia 30,1961 (pp. 58-73), p. 58. See 
also, for the sake of comparison, the inscribed wall at Colophon published by B. D. Meritt ("Inscriptions at 
Colophon," AJP 56, 1935 [pp. 358-397], pp. 358-360). The blocks of this wall are over two meters wide, 
between 0.60 and 0.70 m. in height, and 0.21 to 0.245 m. thick. 

14 W. K. Pritchett, "The Attic Stelai, Part I," Hesperia 22, 1953 (pp. 225-299), pp. 263, 270, 280. 
15 5S. Dow, "The List.of Archontes IG 112 1706," Hesperia 2, 1933 (pp. 418-446), p. 424. 
16 J am indebted in this entire discussion to Professor Homer Thompson for sharing his expertise with me. 
17 Although the blocks which compose the long sides of the altar of Zeus and Athena Phratrios are sig- 

nificantly smaller than the present block, the molding at the bottom is the same height and may give some idea 
of the original appearance. See N. Kyparisses and H. A. Thompson, "A Sanctuary of Zeus and Athena Phra- 
trios Newly Found in Athens," Hesperia 7, 1938 (pp. 612-625), p. 616, fig. 4. 

18 See Travlos, p. 281 on the existence of this stoa. 
19 Since study of the prosopography provided the crucial bits of evidence, the final determination of the date 

is due to C. Habicht. 
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that this is Queen Kleopatra II and not Kleopatra I, whose father was King Antiochos III. 
Kleopatra II was married to her brother Ptolemy VI in 175/4 and became co-regent with 
her two brothers in 170. This third list cannot be earlier, then, than 175/4. It cannot be 
later than 158, for King Eumenes, who is mentioned in line 24 (and also in lines 37-38 of 
Column I), died in 158. 

The first list probably cannot be later than 170, for Etprjvwq FITo1XElatov 'AXEeavbp(s' of 
line 33, who served continuously as priestess of Arsinoe from 199 to 170,20 appears likely to 
have died in that year. It cannot be as early as 178/7 since both 'Ayvt'as HoxvKi\ELTOV (lines 
11, 42, 46) and ZcpaTrT,s YcyE'vov (lines 12, 14) are attested as ephebes only in the follow- 
ing year, 177/6.21 The fact that Philokrates, the younger brother of Hagnias, also competes 
at this Panathenaia (line 54) suggests a date for this first list after 175. Moreover, two men 
who are attested as phylarchs in this first list, ?E4obtXos! ?Eo4t'xov (line 20) and 'O5f Xas! 
'A/3pwvos! (line 22), were not of age, that is, had probably not finished ephebic service, in 
183/2.22 If in the year 183/2 they were 18 or 19, to imagine them as old as possible, they 
were 27 or 28 years of age in 174 and 31 or 32 in 170. Presuming that they had to be 30 
years of age to serve as cavalry commanders, a date of 170 for this first list seems required. 

Much the same line of argument applies to the second list. 'Ayvt'as HoxvKXELTOV, who 
was an ephebe in 177/6, is also listed twice in the second list as a victor from among the 
phylarchs (lines 12, 14). If he had to be 30 to serve as phylarch, the second list cannot be 
earlier than 166.23 There is, it must be stated, no proof that a phylarch had to be 30 years of 
age. Thirty was the age of majority for most offices in the Athenian state, and it was proba- 
bly customary for an officer to be that old or even older. It is also quite probable, however, 
that exceptions could be made for well-known and influential men.24 Hagnias might con- 
ceivably, therefore, have been a phylarch as early as 170. These considerations taken all to- 
gether strongly suggest, since we are dealing with three successive lists, that the present 
inscription gives us the names of the victors in the Panathenaic games of the years 170/69, 
166/5, and 162/1.25 

20 Clarysse and Van der Veken, pp. 22-27. 
21 On Agora I 7529, an as yet unpublished inscription from the Athenian Agora. 
22 See IG 112, 2332, lines 346-348 and 189-193, where their respective fathers contribute in their names. 
23 It must be granted that if Hagnias was 18 in 177, he will have been only 29 in 166. The usual assumption 

is that ephebes were 18 years of age, but in some cases, perhaps in quite a few, they were clearly older. See on 
this point S. Dow, "The Athenian Epheboi; Other Staffs, and the Staff of the Diogeneion," TAPA 91, 1960 
(pp. 381-402), pp. 390-392 and 0. W. Reinmuth, "Ephebate and Citizenship in Attica," TAPA 79, 1948 
(pp. 211-231), pp. 215-216. See also on the age of ephebes M. Golden, "Demosthenes and the Age of 
Majority at Athens," Phoenix 33, 1979 (pp. 25-38), pp. 34-38. 

24 For a discussion of this issue, see P. Roussel, "Etude sur le principe de l'anciennete dans le monde helle- 
nique," Memoires de 1'Academie des inscriptions et belles-lettres 43, 1942 (pp. 123-227), pp. 152-154 and 
R. Develin, "Age Qualifications for Athenian Magistrates," ZPE 61, 1985 (pp. 149-159), pp. 153-155. 
Develin's conclusion (p. 155), which is similar to Roussel's, is that "We have some reason to suspect, but no way 
to prove, that it was possible for military offices to be held before the age of thirty...." 

25 There does not seem to be a great deal of leeway. The three lists can be moved four years earlier only if we 
grant that not only did the Athenians not have a 30-year age rule for phylarchs but also that men younger than 
30 customarily held this position, for the move (if made) would entail that all three of the phylarchs discussed 
above were less than 30 years old. The series can only be moved down four years and then with the assumption 
that Irene, the priestess of Arsinoe, left office and did not die in office. 
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EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY 

The text was inscribed in three columns, a separate one for each Panathenaia. Each 
column is placed as close as possible to the right margin of that preceding. This placement, 
which takes into account the existence of the previous column, shows that the columns were 
inscribed sequentially. Moreover, each one differs in its letter height and interlinear spacing 
(for details see the beginning of the commentary on each column); each has its own guide- 
lines. In addition the lines of text do not line up across columns. These facts suggest that the 
columns were inscribed from top to bottom and in sequence. 

The hand in all three columns is the same and very distinctive. It is that of the Cutter of 
Agora I 247. This cutter was one of the most prolific letterers of the first half of the 2nd 
century. His dated work spans the period 194/3 to 148/7.26 I think it quite likely that he 
was commissioned by the persons in charge, probably the athlothetai, to inscribe the names 
of victors from a number of Panathenaic games in order to bring the (inscribed) record up to 
date. He did so in the usual fashion of his profession, that is, each list was the unit of work. 
It was not his or any other workman's habit to make elaborate layouts of long texts so that 
columns, especially of separate lists, would align. Rather the usual practice was to do only 
minimal layout, to inscribe from top to bottom of a text, and to solve problems of detail as 
the work progressed.27 

There are minor variations in the terminology used for the events; the order of their 
listing also differs somewhat from column to column. This variety probably reflects the state 
of the actual lists as they were made by the scribes immediately following the games. The 
cutter will in most cases have followed the letter of the list before him. 

This cutter habitually omits the crossbar of alpha and the central horizontals of epsilon 
and xi. He often renders omikron and the loop of rho with two straight strokes, similar to an 
equal sign, i.e. =. 

Column I (Pl. 71) 

The average letter height is 0.005 m. The interlinear space, which is ca. 0.003 m., increases 
to 0.005 m. towards the bottom. Near the top, five lines (measuring from the top of line 5 to 
the top of line 10) occupy 0.046 m.; whereas towards the bottom, the distance from the top of 
line 49 to the top of line 54 is 0.053 m. The more liberal spacing at the bottom is noticeable 
to a practised eye. The column is ca. 0.312 m. wide at its widest. The left edge is preserved, 
and a margin of 0.057 m. was left blank from the edge to the beginning of the column.28 
Traces remain of guidelines at the top of this column. 

Line 3. The initial vertical and the topmost horizontal of dotted pi are preserved above the dotted nu in 
line 4 and the omikron in line 5. The restoration seems certain from observation of the order of events as listed 
in IG 112, 2313 (col. II), 2314 (cols. I and II), and 2316. 

26 For a description of the hand and a list of this cutter's work see Tracy, ALC, pp. 99-109. 
27 On these matters see S. V. Tracy, The Lettering of an Athenian Mason (Hesperia Suppl. 15, 1975), 

pp.115-120. 
28 Most of these measurements have been made from the squeezes. Because the fibers in squeeze paper 

shrink at variable rates, the reader should be warned that the measurements will necessarily have a degree of 
inaccuracy in them. 
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Line 4. The lower part of the vertical of dotted upsilon appears below the broken area. Dotted nu is read 
on the basis of a clearly preserved lower-right segment of a diagonal stroke; a vertical seems to extend up from 
it. I am not certain, however, that this "vertical" is not a scratch. Kappa and sigma are, therefore, also possible. 
Of dotted lambda just the bottom of the left slanting hasta is legible. Merely the bottom tip of the vertical of 
dotted tau appears directly above the third lambda in line 6. 

Line 10. The incompletely erased letters AHOBATH can be made out at the beginning of this line. The 
cutter started to reinscribe the previous line. 

Line 29. The right side of the final sigma intrudes slightly into the space of the second column. 
Line 32. The final mu touches the vertical guideline which marks the beginning of the second column. 
Line 34. Since this woman is Spartan, it seems best to print her father's name with a smooth breathing. 
Line 35. Most of the horizontal of dotted pi can be discerned above a gouge in the inscribed surface. 
Line 51. Nu was repeated and remains on the stone. 
Line 52. Merely the upper ends of the slanting strokes of dotted upsilon are preserved. 
Line 54. Of dotted upsilon the V alone is legible; chi is also possible. The final sigma of this line intrudes 

one full letter space into Column II. The corresponding line, viz. line 51, of Column II takes account of it, for 
its first letter is indented one and one-half letter spaces to the right. This clearly reveals that Column II was 
inscribed after Column I and in relation to it. 

Column II (Pls. 73 and 74:a) 

This column up to line 34 is more liberally spaced, both vertically and horizontally, than the 
other two columns. The letter height varies: that of lines 1 to 9 is 0.007 m. with an interline 
of 0.003 m., of lines 10 to 33, 0.007-0.008 m. with an interline of 0.004-0.005 m. The 
spacing of the last 20 lines (34 to 53) is tightened up: the letters are smaller (0.006 m.); they 
are placed closer together, with the result that the lines are shorter; and the interlinear space 
is less (0.003 m.). It is as though the cutter became aware that vertical space might become a 
problem. This column extends down two and one-half lines below column one and 13 and 
one-half below column three. The column is ca. 0.335 m. wide. 

Line 1. Just the vertical of dotted tau is preserved. 
Line 12. F ( = P) was inscribed instead of F. 
Lines 21-33. Despite the clean sweep by Antiocheis, they do not form a connected team. The first comes 

from Antioch on the Orontes (modern Turkey) and the second from Mygdonian Antioch or Nisibis in Meso- 
potamia (modern Iraq). The last four are from Antioch on the Kydnos river, i.e. Tarsos (pp. 214-215 below). 

Line 26. The iota in pointed brackets was omitted by the cutter. 
Line 45. The final word has been partially obliterated by subsequent damage. Merely the vertical of 

dotted upsilon can now be read. 

Column III (Pls. 72, 74:b, and 75) 

In contrast to the other two columns the spacing here is quite consistent. Guidelines appear 
and are especially clear at the bottom (P1. 74:b). The letter height is 0.005-0.006 m., and the 
interline is ca. 0.003 m. Five lines and their interlines occupy on an average 0.048 m. of ver- 
tical space. The column at its widest preserved point is 0.214 m. To judge from the other 
columns, this column extended to the right approximately 0.10 m. 

Line 5. Of dotted iota, only the lower third is visible. 
Line 6. The lower half of dotted tau alone can be read. 
Line 8. The left side of dotted omikron appears at the break. 
Line 9. Of dotted mu, just the lower third of the initial slanting hasta remains. 
Line 10. The lower half of the left slanting stroke of dotted alpha alone survives. 
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Line 77. The initial vertical of dotted nu occurs at the break. 
Line 72. Since this cutter habitually omits the crossbar of alpha, the (completely preserved) lambda could 

also be alpha. 
Line 14. The upper-left tip of dotted upsilon appears at the top of the letter space. 
Line 78. Dotted lambda is completely preserved; the letter could also be alpha, however (see the comment 

on line 12). 
Line 22. Dotted pi is read on the basis of the lower half of a vertical which occurs at the beginning of the 

letter space and just before the break. 
Line 23. Omikron was omitted; the initial slanting stroke of dotted mu alone is preserved. 
Line 24. Only the horizontal of dotted tau is legible. 
Line 27. The vertical of zeta has been omitted; this cutter's version of xi appears on the stone. 
Line 30. There are only indistinct traces of dotted iota. 
Line 31. Merely the upper third of the initial vertical of dotted eta survives. 
Line 33. The vertical of zeta was omitted. Of dotted upsilon, only the upper third of the left slanting 

stroke is visible. 
Line 34. This line has been erased and reinscribed in larger letters which are more liberally spaced 

(P1. 74:b). The correction was made by the same hand as appears on the rest of the inscription. None of the 
initially inscribed text is legible. 

Line 36. On the significance of this line, see below, p. 205 and footnote 59. 
Line 38. Following the final epsilon there is an erased area to the break (P1. 74:b). The remains of chi, 

light but clear, appear in the first letter space of the rasura. The cutter first inscribed ' EpEXOETos Ov ^sT. If he 
meant to change the tribe, he should have erased all the letters, since no other tribe begins with epsilon. He 
cannot have expected to inscribe an ethnic beginning with these letters, for this event was for citizens (line 23). 
In any case, nothing was reinscribed. The text as it stands presents a small puzzle. 

Lines 39-43. See pp. 203-204 below for a general discussion of these lines. 
Line 39. The initial vertical and the horizontal of dotted pi are completely preserved before the break. 

Gamma could also be read. 
Line 40. The vertical of zeta has been omitted. 
Line 42. Of dotted nu, only the initial vertical survives. 

THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM OF THE PANATHENAIA29 

The present inscription gives us a record of the equestrian competition for three succes- 
sive celebrations and allows us to establish with a certainty heretofore not possible a frame- 
work for these events, into which the other fragmentary texts can be fitted more or less 
comfortably.30 Fortunately, the sequence of the non-equestrian contests (not preserved on 
the present inscription) occurs in several inscriptions in what is an almost fixed and unvary- 
ing order. See IG JJ2, 2313, lines 18-52 (II); 2314, lines 1-35 (I), lines 58-67 (II); 2315, 
lines 11-44; and 2316, lines 1-16. In the listing of each year these events apparently came 
first. They are arranged in three groups, contests for boys (7rahEs), youths (ayE'VELoL), and 
men (a"VpEs).31 With the exception of IG 112, 2313 where the two pentathlon winners are 
placed at the beginning, the order is as follows: 

29 On the games in general see Mommsen, Feste, pp. 69-98. 
30 Martin (Cavaliers, pp. 233-258) provided a full account based on the evidence then available. 
31 C. A. Forbes (Neoi: A Contribution to the Study of Greek Associations, Middletown, Connecticut 1933, 

p. 2) delineates the ages of the three groups as 12-16 years, 16-20, and over 20. For a study of the more com- 
plicated age groupings in the nearly contemporaneous games associated with the Theseia, see G. Bugh, "The 
Theseia in Late Hellenistic Athens" in the Acta of the University of New England International Seminar on 
Greek and Latin Epigraphy (edited by I. Worthington), ZPE 83, 1990, pp. 22-39. 
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7rabas 
boALXOV 

Ta, bLov 

8L3avXov 

7rciXrjvl 7TVaA/v 

,7ayKpaTLov 

ayEvELoVs 

r"ra btov 

7rEvTaOdAov 

7raAraJV 

7T VYMA? V 

IrayKparLov 

avbpas 
80O;\LXOV 
owa btov 

blavXov (not listed on IG JJ2, 2315) 
'7T'TLOV (not listed on IG JJ2, 2313) 
7rEvTaOSov 

7TVYFL7?v 

raycKpdTLov 
076TXT?)V 

Except for the two contests indicated as not listed, these are the events, and this is the 
order of listing. They were open to all and most of the known winners in all categories are 
foreigners, i.e. non-Athenians. Athenians do, it should be noted, win the pankration quite 
often, to be specific, in five out of the ten instances where the identity of the winner is 
known. Otherwise, there are lone Athenian victories attested only in the pentathlon and in 
wrestling (IG 112, 2315, lines 39-42). 

The men have the fullest program. Two events, in fact, are for men only; these are two 
footraces, the hippios and the hoplites. The latter, a race in armor, was suitable only for 
grown men who could supply their own armor. Why the former, a race twice the length of 
the diaulos, or four stadia long, should be limited to the men is unclear.32 The boys and 
youths each have a partial version of the men's program. The boys' program stresses foot- 
races, including surprisingly the dolichos or long-distance race, and the basic martial arts, 
wrestling, boxing, and pankration which combined the two. They do not have a pentathlon. 
The youths' program includes only one footrace, the stadion or dash; otherwise it features 
the basic martial arts and the pentathlon. The pentathlon comprised five contests: the jump, 
footrace, discus throw, javelin, and wrestling. 

32 This was no longer true in the post-Sullan period. We have a record of a boys' hippios at the Panathenaia 
in an inscription from Halikarnassos of the middle of the 1st century B.C.: Hava71jvata rLa EV 'AO1vatvs wraThav 

aAty ' 7rtrov (Syll3, no. 1064, lines 8-9 = Moretti, IAG, pp. 144-146, no. 56). 
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The boys have 6 events, the youths 9, and the men 13, if we count the pentathlon as 5. If 
competitions were scheduled not concurrently but consecutively, it would appear likely that 
the contests for the boys and youths would fill one day and those of the men a second, i.e., the 
first two days of the athletic program.33 

The equestrian competitions too can be seen to have a reasonably clear pattern, but they 
were neither so fixed in their occurrence nor so invariable in their order of listing as the 
foregoing events. This is not surprising, given that these events must have depended to some 
degree on the presence of qualified entrants. Moreover, the cost of sponsoring a racehorse or 
team and chariot must not be forgotten. The main fact is that one series of equestrian con- 
tests took place in the hippodrome, the other did not. 

The events that were not held in the hippodrome probably took place in the Agora 
along the race course or dromos associated with the Panathenaic way.34 This location is 
suggested by the phrase E'v rcL) 'EAXEv-LvoLtt partially preserved in two of our texts at the 
beginning of the listing of these events.35 The Eleusinion was apparently one terminus of 
the race course in the Agora36 and also during the great procession the stopping place of the 
ship which bore the peplos.37 If these contests were actual races as the terms used to label 
them on the inscriptions suggest and not merely displays, the starting gate will probably 
have been near the Dipylon gate. The distance from the gate to the Eleusinion is about 700 
meters, or something over three stades. 

These events are listed on our inscriptions after the gymnastic competition and before 
the equestrian contests in the hippodrome. They are open only to citizens. Chariot events, 
usually five or six, are listed first, headed by two contests, the heniochos ekbibazon and the 
apobates, that involved dismounting or mounting a moving chariot, or both. The chariot 
events are followed by six contests on horseback, three for the phylarchs and the same three 
for the knights. Each set began with an up-and-back race for warhorse and armed rider as 
the full title of the event (t'Wrct 7rOXEMOt-7TEL bt3avXov E'v OrXoLS, IG JJ2, 2316, line 29) 
reveals. A full program apparently involved 12 events and may have filled an entire day in 
the program of the festival. Lines 7 to 26 of Column I of the present inscription record a 
representative program of this competition. 

1ZVLOXos Ey,/L/c3a,ctW 

a Tro/3arT1s 

(EVyEl bt'avXov 

(EVyEl aKaM'7TLov 

:EVYEl 7TOUTlKl)t 

CEVIyEl TOXEMLUTX7PLt)l 

33 On this point, see Mommsen, Feste, pp. 71-72. 
34 On equestrian events in the Agora, see H. A. Thompson, "The Panathenaic Festival," AA (JdJ 76) 1961 

(pp. 224-231), pp. 227-231. See also Kyle, Athletics, pp. 59-64 and Mommsen, Feste, pp. 91-92. 
35 See IG JJ2, 2316, line 16: E'v r[cO]L ['EXEvUPtL'cot]? and IG 112, 2317, line 48: [E'v 'EX]JEvUPtL'co[L]. Despite 

the fact that we are dependent in these two inscriptions on early copies which record in the first place ENTOI 
and in the second [EA]EYXINI72N (see Boeckh, pp. 386, 439), these restorations, which were first proposed by 
Koehler in IG II, seem certain. On the reading in line 16 of IG 112, 2316, see p. 224 below. 

36 On the dromos in the Agora and its location, see Travlos, pp. 2-3 and fig. 5. 
3 Schol. Aristophanes, Knights 566. 
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EK 7COV pVAapXXov 
OMCOLl 7rOXf/,uLOcrr 

'T7rT)L biavAov 

OrTMOt aKa1w7tOP 

EK TWY lT7TECOV 

O!7r7TCOL TO\E/L4OT 

(Tr7rWL) 8L'aVXoV 

This part of the program offered the knights and wealthy citizens who owned and 
trained horses an opportunity to compete. The events are clearly drawn from the training 
for the cavalry. The animal used for competition is always the standard riding horse used by 
the cavalry (L'r7ros!) rather than the racehorse (KE'.Xs) which is employed for the open events 
in the hippodrome. The paired chariot team used is usually the ordinary d'vyos! rather than 
the racing team (o-vvcopI) employed for the flat-out races in the hippodrome.38 Perhaps the 
chariot they drew also differed, the one being a standard issue as it were, the other a 
stripped-down racing model, something like a modern sulky. The nature of this competition 
makes it likely that these are not sponsored events but rather that the horses and chariots are 
owner ridden and driven. The names of the victors listed on the inscriptions for these events, 
therefore, are very probably the actual competitors. 

Note that the six events for the phylarchs and the knights in this part of the competition 
can be precisely paralleled in the equestrian events at the Theseia;39 the military character 
of that festival seems clear.40 Since these events in the Panathenaic games preceded the 
establishment of the Theseia in the 160's, it may be that the organizers of the Theseia copied 
this part of the Panathenaic program. More probably, however, the contests on the inscrip- 
tions reflect the actual training exercises of the cavalry. It seems likely in fact that the listing 
of these events in the Panathenaic victor lists constitutes in itself evidence of rapid growth in 
the activity of the cavalry during the first 30 years of the 2nd century.41 The earliest of these 
lists, IG II2, 2313 (II) of perhaps 198,42 did not (apparently) include them. The two lists of 
IG JJ2, 2314, which come next in the series and belong probably to 182 and 178, include a 
partial version of this competition. The difference between them is most interesting.43 The 
first (lines 36-44) has just four events, the apobates, the heniochos ekbibazon, and two four- 
horsed chariot races, followed immediately by the open equestrian competition (lines 
45-56). Four years later these contests have increased to eight (lines 68-82; new edition, 
p. 222 below) and have been separated from the open events which are now specified as held 
'in the hippodrome" (line 83). The events are: heniochos ekbibazon, apobales, three chariot 

38 The o-vvwpt'lS does sometimes appear among these events; see IG 112, 2316, lines 24,26 and 2317, lines 2,4. 
39 IG 112, 956, lines 82-86; 957, lines 65-77; and 958, lines 85-94. On the similarity of these events with the 

equestrian program of the Theseia, see also Martin, Cavaliers, p. 239. 
40 See Kyle, Athletics, pp. 40-41. 
41 On the general situation of the cavalry at this time, see G. Bugh, The Horsemen of Athens, Princeton 

1988, pp. 196-197. 
42 For a discussion of the dates of all these texts, see pp. 217-221 below. 
43 Martin (Cavaliers, p. 243) was the first to make this point. 
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races, and three horse races, viz. TTCOL 7T[0\fE/.L76E], 'i7rcot [bNavXop], ('L'7r7coL) aKa4,[7rLoV], 
half of the horse races in the developed program. These three events in 178 were probably 
open to the entire cavalry, officers and rank-and-file alike. By the time of the new list in 170, 
the complete program, three contests for the cavalry and three for their officers, is in place. 
Despite the poor state of our knowledge about IG 112, 2317, the last in the series, this com- 
petition still clearly has an important place in the program.44 

The events in the hippodrome are listed last on the present inscription, and this was 
apparently the regular order on the inscriptions. They fall into two groups: 
1) Competition open to all, in three events, namely a horse race, and a two-horsed and a 
four-horsed chariot race. Each contest is divided into two categories, one for young and one 
for mature animals. These six events are fixed and regular, although the order of listing on 
the inscriptions varies. These contests were pan-Hellenic and formed the equestrian compe- 
tition at the major games.45 The winners, not just on the new text but on all the inscriptions, 
are non-Athenians. The single exception, Pythilas, son of Orthagoras (IG 112, 2313, line 
58), proves the rule, for he was a naturalized Athenian from, to use Homer's phrase, "horse- 
pasturing Argos" (see p. 226 below). 
2) Competition open only to citizens, in eight to ten events, all chariot competitions except 
for the first, a long-distance horse race (L'ir7rceL 'zroX8vbpo,UL). The precise chariot contests 
vary but always include war and processional chariots and end with the flat-out race for the 
two-horsed racing chariot. This part of the competition began to be added to the program at 
the games of 178. There is no evidence for it either on IG 112, 2313 or in column I of IG 112, 
2314. It appears for the first time in lines 92a to 97 of column II of IG 112, 2314 (lines 
96-105 in the new text, p. 222 below), where there is evidence for five events for citizens, 
half of the (later) full program. In short, the text of IG 112, 2314 reveals a major expansion 
in events for citizens at the Panathenaic festivals of 182 and 178: four additional events for 
the cavalry in column I (lines 36-44) and in column II four more for the cavalry (lines 
75-82) plus the five new events for citizens in the hippodrome. This was a major change. 

In all but one case, namely IG 112, 2317 (where the order is reversed), the contests for 
citizens are listed last after the open events. This may well reflect the order of competi- 
tion. The listing of these two groups in lines 21 to 53 of column two of the present text is 
representative. 

, , , 
eV TCOL t7T7TOOpO/.L)t EK lTav7cov 

o-vvopdt w7T(t)XtK 
KEX7JTL 7flOXLKCWL 

O-VVCptL8L TEXE<L>at 

ap/art LTWXLKCOL 

KEAX?TL TEAECOL 

ap/.kaTL TEXEUOL 

EK TCOV 7TOXLTLKtV 

L7T7TWL 7TOXVbpO/.LWL 

44 See lines 1-17, 48-64 and the discussion, p. 226 below. 
' Martin, Cavaliers, p. 239 and E. N. Gardiner, Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals, London 1910, 

pp. 457-460. 
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appkart 7TOXqUOL-T7)Ptwt 

CEVyEL 7TO/.L7TLKWL 

CEv'yEt btavAov 
ovvcoptbt roXquo)ptat 

'vxbt 8'avAov o-vvcopt'~ &at 
o-vvcopbt bt'avAov 
TVVcoplt aKal/Ttov 

o-VV(0pt8t aKa/JTtov 

O-VV()pt8t aKaFLTLov 

This competition in the hippodrome comprised 14 to 16 events and, depending on the 
number of heats, was probably held on a single day. Many of these events were sponsored, 
employing the equivalent of thoroughbred horses and professional jockeys or drivers. This 
fact is made clear from the animals used (KEA'4\, o-vcvpL's) and from the presence of female 
and royal sponsors only in this part of the program. At the same time, a number of the 
citizens who are listed as winners in these contests were probably the actual competitors. 
This seems likely from the observable fact that it is not uncommon for a winner here also to 
have won in the events which were held the previous day in the Agora. See, as examples, in 
column one 'Ap&'-TatX/os! Ev/3ovoAXov, who was victorious in the hippodrome with a war 
chariot (lines 43-44) and in the flat-out chariot race (lines 49-50) and in the Agora as 
?IVLXOOS! Ey,3t,a3<Cwv (lines 7-8), and in column two Kpa w @y'vov, who won with the 
war chariot in the hippodrome (lines 42-43) and in the flat-out two-horse chariot race in 
the Agora (lines 7-8). 

Assuming that the inscriptions provide a record of the contests roughly in the order in 
which they were held, we arrive at the following picture for the athletic games of the first 
half of the 2nd century B.C. They were probably held in three venues and over several days. 
The non-equestrian competitions, the so-called gymnastic events, were in all likelihood 
staged in the stadium,46 with the boys' and youths' events taking one day and the men's 
another. The equestrian competition of a quasi-military nature for citizens took place on the 
dromos in the Agora and probably required a single day. The races in the hippodrome came 
last and required another day. We thus have the picture of athletic contests covering four 
days, moving from the stadium to the Agora to the hippodrome, and culminating in the 
thoroughbred chariot races. It was a carefully planned program with attention paid to the 
order of events, clearly building to those that carried the most prestige and excitement. 

THE EVENTS LISTED 

With the single exception of the final lines of Column III of the present text, the 
inscribed lists record only the victors in the gymnastic and equestrian competitions. Yet we 

46 Note that in the inscriptions the stadium is referred to as IlavaOlvaCKO'v. See IG 112, 351, lines 16-17; 
457b, line 7; 794, line 4 (as restored by Pelekidis [footnote 7 above], p. 175); 893a, line 7 (restored by Pelekidis, 
REG 63, 1950, pp. 110-112); 916 (=Agora XV, no. 187, line 7); 1011, lines 21-22 (restored by Peleki- 
dis, REG 63, 1950, pp. 107-109); 1043, lines 4-5; and Agora I 7181, lines 3-4 (Hesperia 45, 1976, pp. 296- 
303). See in particular C. Pelekidis, "Notes d'epigraphie attique," REG 63, 1950, pp. 107-120, where 
mention of the Panathenaic stadium in ephebic inscriptions is discussed. 
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know that the program at the Panathenaia was very diverse47 and regularly included musi- 
cal contests, torch races, pyrrhic dances, a contest of euandria, the anthippasia, boat races, 
and performances of Homer. Why do the inscriptions not record any of these events? We 
can only guess, I think. The individual winners of the gymnastic and equestrian competi- 
tions, we learn from chapter 60 of the Athenaion Politeia, alone received prizes of olive oil in 
the special amphoras which were the symbol of victory in the games at Athens, the Panathe- 
naic amphoras. This practice is corroborated by the list of prizes from the first half of the 
4th century, IG II2, 2311. The ancients thus made a distinction, which is reflected in the in- 
scriptions, between these events and all the others. The athletic program was undoubtedly 
the oldest part of the festival. In addition to the prestige conferred by tradition, the athletic 
competitions probably had the greatest crowd appeal. The musical contests and the group 
competitions and displays definitely had an important place in the festival but clearly were 
not on the same level as the athletic events. 

FOREIGNERS AT THE PANATHENAIA 

Foreigners competed themselves in all the non-equestrian contests and sponsored horses 
and chariots in the open events staged in the hippodrome. Women do appear but only non- 
Athenians, and only as sponsors of racehorses and racing teams. Royalty also appear, and, 
since at Athens the Ptolemaic and Attalid kings very probably had hereditary citizenship 
and were members of the tribe named for them or their ancestor,48 they sponsor events in the 
hippodrome, often among those restricted to citizens. A royal figure is never certainly asso- 
ciated with an event in the Agora and never competes in the non-equestrian competition. On 
the royal persons, see pp. 216-217, 232-233 below. Foreign participation at Athens in the 
summer of 166 could well have been reduced significantly by the sumptuous games which 
Antiochos IV put on, also in 166, in Daphne (Polybios, 30.25.1-26.9). Is this the reason 
that no royal sponsor appears among the winners in Column II? There seems no way to 
know. The impact on the Panathenaia of Antiochos' games may not have been great, if 
Bunge is correct in placing them in September/October of 166. 

The geographical distribution of participants in the new text is as follows. The winners 
of the events in Column I come from scattered regions, i.e., Antioch on the Orontes, Seleucia 
on the Tigris, Cyprus, Liguria, two from cities in what is now southeastern Turkey, Alex- 
andria, and Sparta. The same wide geographical distribution is not reflected in Column II 
because four of the victors are related and come from the city of Antioch on the river Kydnos 
(Tarsos). The other two come from farther east. Because the ends of the lines in the third 
column are lost, we know the exact origin only of Queen Kleopatra of Alexandria; but the 
woman in line 12 probably came, her father's name reveals, from a city in western Asia 

47 Mommsen (Feste) gives an overview of the program on page 153; see also pages 61-69 for the musical 
events and pages 98-106, 145-148 for the others. Mommsen's opinion (p. 88) that the anthippasia may no 
longer have existed in the 2nd century is an argument based on silence and is perhaps unwarranted. 

48 It has usually been assumed that the kings were naturalized by grants of citizenship, but no inscribed 
record of such a grant has survived. P. Gauthier (Les cite's grecques et leurs bienfaiteurs [BCH Suppl. 12], 
Paris 1985, pp. 208-209) has shown that this notion is probably mistaken. 

49 J. G. Bunge, "Die Feiern Antiochos' IV. Epiphanes in Daphne im Herbst 166 v. Chr.," Chiron 6,1976, 
pp. 53-71. 
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Minor,50 the one in line 18 quite possibly from Alexandria (see p. 213 below), and the man 
in line 20 came from one of the cities in the Seleucid empire. The winners here too seem to 
have come from widely scattered places, and this was probably the norm. The preponder- 
ance of winners in the equestrian events from Cilicia is notable. Except for the Pergamenian 
royal family, there are scarcely any equestrian victors from western Asia Minor and only 
one from mainland Greece. See pp. 213-216 below for a prosopographical discussion of the 
foreigners. 

DRAMATIC CONTESTS 

Lines 39-43 of Column III provide a very important bit of testimony for the existence of 
dramatic competitions at the Panathenaia. They confirm the statement of Diogenes Laer- 
tius (3.56): r'rpao-L bpacaao-Lv rjywvtCovro-LAtovvo-toLs!, A)aVloLw, Hava67)ValoLw, Xvtr- 
pots. Previously, our only epigraphical evidence for dramatic performances at the Pan- 
athenaia had been IG II2, 3157, a dedication of the 1st century after Christ. Line 25 of 
IC 112, 1134 ( FdD III, ii, no. 69, line 17), KaL OfK?)VlKOVK aywvag EWrOt?o-Ev, reveals that 
EfT07ol?E (line 40) is the vox propria for staging dramatic contests.51 

We may restore the end of line 39 either with a routine phrase such as 5[a6vra9 Ka2VWs] 
or with a stronger one such as74pW^T09 7 t Va6r&v]. In support of the latter we may adduce the 
frequent boast in agonistic inscriptions to be "the first".52 If correct, it would follow that 
dramatic performances were staged for the first time at the Panathenaia of 162. While this 
restoration is appealing and advocated by my collaborator, I think it claims too much in the 
absence of supporting evidence. 

The construction of the end of line 40 from the words Kal rovs! to dr-lqyayEv in line 42 is 
difficult. The phrase TOv's . .. .aywvl?a1Atvovg should probably be taken as object of EiLr?- 
yayEv. If Zeuxis is, as he seems to be, the subject of ELO-77yayev, the verb would appear to 
imply here more than simply bringing in the competitors.53 EvEpy&aLS is most probably 
dative after aywvL0oa,t'vov0, i.e., "those who competed in the contests in honor of the bene- 
factors of the city."54 The accusative rijcpav is also difficult to construe; but the reading is 
mandatory, for the initial vertical and the diagonal of the nu are preserved. One cannot, 
therefore, read 7}1AEgpaL[s] and think of phrases such as bv -aZS KaO?)KovO-raLS9 ?7pEpaLT (IG 112, 

50 On the geographical distribution of the name No-(TTWP, see C. Naour, "Nouveaux documents du Moyen 
Hermos," EpigAnat 5, 1985 (pp. 37-74), p. 45, note 30. I am indebted to Thomas Drew-Bear for this 
reference. See also Louis Robert's remark on the name as epichoric (Noms indigenes dans l'Asie-Mineure 
Greco-Romaine, Paris 1963, pp. 252 and 546). 

5 Note the precisely parallel use of this verb with TOV 8pO4ov, i.e. "stage the footrace", in early dedications 
from the Akropolis; see A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Athenian Akropolis, Cambridge, Mass. 1949, 
pp. 350-358, nos. 326-328. 

52 On such claims see M. N. Tod, "Greek Record-Keeping and Record-Breaking," CQ43,1949, pp. 105- 
112, esp. pp.111-112. See also Moretti, IAG, pp.151-153 and pp.38,62,119. 

53 On the eisagogeus, a minor official who conducted the competitors, see T. Drew-Bear, "Some Greek 
Words: Part II," Glotta 50, 1972 (pp. 182-228), pp. 194-195. 

5 For a parallel in sense, if not in wording, see Syll3, no. 700, line 40: ... o.ar KaL TrolS 'a'X\otlS EvEpyeTalt ot 
aywvES fE7LTEXi^vTal. See also Tituli Calymnii, no. 52, lines 9-11 (M. Segre, ed., ASAtene 22-23, 1944-1945 
[1952], pp. 74-75): ... o'7Tww TO; po[vo-fl] j KOL Kat XOPlKOL ayWveS O-vvTEXAOvTaL TOlS TE OfOlS Kat TOlS Evep- 

yeTa&! KaOa o oa/los [7rpo] I aLpevraL.... 
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790, lines 12-13). 'HuE'pav is most probably accusative of extent of time after ayavw-a- 
PEvovs. The closest parallels relate to the Pythian games where the phrase ay&vlfaro alLE- 
pas, bo occurs (Syll3, nos. 689, line 5; 737, line 6). The prepositional phrase introduced by 
Ev Ta[?ts'?- -- ] at the end of line 40 seems to identify the place where this competition was 
held. In brief, what words exactly are to be restored at the ends of lines 40 and 41 remains 
unclear. A. E. Raubitschek (per litteras) has suggested that lines 42 and 43 might be re- 
stored as follows: 

aywvLo-aMEvovs- Eto-71yayEv [Kat 7a Ovtas] ~~~~~~~~~K , 
s, Ova-'as-] 

T7s, 7rav7)yvpEwE E'TO2KE[ V EK T7)V tOV]. 

The general sense of these lines is: "Zeuxis staged the dramatic contests [admirably?], spon- 
sored? those who contested (on) the day [added?] in th[e ] in honor of the 
benefactors of the city, [and] provided [the sacrifices] of the festival [at his own expense]." 

It must be emphasized that the listing of anything other than victors in the gymnastic 
and equestrian events on these inscriptions is quite unparalleled and suggests that the 
sponsor of these events either did something very unusual or was unusually influential. 
Zeuxis is a name not heretofore attested in Athens in the Classical and Hellenistic ages; a 
single Athenian of that name is known from the 2nd century after Christ.55 The Zeuxis best 
known to us is the general of Antiochos III. He was active as a military leader and diplomat 
in the years from 222 to 188.56 The present Zeuxis was probably named for him. It is 
notable that his name in line 40 is followed neither by his patronymic nor by his demotic. 
This fact suggests that he has been named earlier on the inscription, surely in the (now lost) 
heading or preamble to this column. He must be the agonothetes in charge of the entire 
greater Panathenaic festival, a challenging and costly responsibility. He was assisted in his 
duties by the athlothetai, who probably supervised the athletic competitions recorded on the 
inscriptions, and by epimeletai, who had charge of the grand procession.57 It is probable 
that Zeuxis either added to the dramatic performances or staged them in an especially 
sumptuous style. Although neither case is precisely parallel, at the end of the 3rd century 
Eurykleides of Kephisia (IG 112, 834, lines 23-24) and the gymnasiarch Theophrastos 
(IG 112, 1303, lines 9-11 = Hesperia 2, 1933, pp. 447-449) each staged special contests at 
his own expense. These, however, were apparently one-time events and not connected with 
a major festival. 

55IG 112, 2067, lines 63, 192 (154/5) and Agora XV, no. 372, line 30 (168/9). There was, of course, the 
famous painter from Herakleia active in Athens in the late 5th century B.C. There is also a minor sculptor of 
this name and a doctor mentioned by Galen. Both of these men, it seems apparent, flourished after 150. See the 
article on Zeuxis in RE. 

56 On the career of Zeuxis, see L. Robert, Nouvelles inscriptions de Sardes I, Paris 1964, pp. 11-14 and 
P. Gauthier, Nouvelles inscriptions de Sardes II, Geneva 1989, pp. 31, 39-42. For his specific activities as 
viceroy of Antiochos III, see J. and L. Robert, Fouilles d'Amyzon en Carle, I, Exploration, histoire, monnaies 
et inscriptions, Paris 1983, pp. 176-187; see also pp. 93-95, 139-140, 141-142, 146-151, 151-154, and 
202-204 where the authors discuss specific inscriptions relating to Zeuxis. Recently published inscriptions 
provide more evidence of Zeuxis' activities (see R. M. Errington, "Antiochos III., Zeuxis und Euromos," 
EpigAnat 8, 1986, pp. 1-7; H. Malay, "Letter of Antiochus III to Zeuxis (209 B.C.)," EpigAnat 10, 1987, 
pp. 7-17, and M. Worrle, "Inschriften von Herakleia am Latmos I: Antiochos III., Zeuxis und Herakleia," 
Chiron 18, 1988, pp. 421-470). 

5 On the epimeletai of the parade, see IG JJ2, 896, lines 35-53 and on the athlothetai, IG JJ2, 784. See also 
B. Nagy, "The Athenian Athlothetai," GRBS 19, 1978, pp. 307-313. 
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II. PROSOPOGRAPHY 

The 55 victors who appear on the three lists include 32 Athenian citizens, all male; 19 
foreigners, seven of whom are women;58 and four members of royal families, including 
Queen Kleopatra of Egypt. The number of contests preserved is 73; however, the victories 
number only 72, since there was no undisputed winner in the race of the double course in 
Column III, lines 35-36 and, consequently, the victory crown was dedicated to Athena.59 
All foreigners have one victory each, as do three members of royal families and 23 Athenian 
citizens. Twice victorious, according to the preserved text, were King Eumenes II (in two 
different years) and the following Athenians: Diopeithes, Eukles, Nikogenes (all in one and 
the same year), Nikostratos and Patron (both at celebrations four years apart). Aristaich- 
mos was victorious three times at the festival recorded in Column I, Sogenes three times at 
the festival recorded in Column II. Sokrates won the crown four times (on two separate 
occasions), Hagnias five times (also on two separate occasions). 

THE ATHENIAN CITIZENS 

More than half of the Athenian citizens, 18 or 19 out of 32, were already known from 
other evidence; relatives of at least six, perhaps of as many as nine, are known. Only five 
Athenians from the above lists cannot be connected with a known family. 

Two Athenians, the brothers Hagnias and Philokrates, also appear in another Pan- 
athenaic victor list, namely IG 112, 2316, Hagnias in line 59, Philokrates in lines 17, 21, 23, 
25, 27, 57, 60, and 67. If the four lists followed one another in the sequence I, II, III, IG 112, 
2316, then the two brothers were victorious at events as much as twelve years apart. This 
cannot have been as unlikely in equestrian contests as it would have been in some athletic 
disciplines. 

In what follows, individuals will be discussed in alphabetical order. 

'Ayvt'a HIoXvKXeLTrV, tribe Ptolemais (I 11, 42, 46; 11 12,14), phylarch: Otvatosv. He was already 
known from the record of his victory with the procession chariot at the Panathenaia of 158 
(IG 112, 2316, line 59) and is now also attested, by Agora I 7529, line 120, as an ephebe in 
177/6: 'Ayvt'as, IoXVKvXetrV Ovvatos', among the ephebes of the tribe Ptolemais. This, in turn, 
allows us to restore in the list of donors from ca. 180 (IG 112,2333, lines 9-10): [I-oXvK)ELT0o]sT 
Otvatos v rEp Eav[,rovi KGat i&v ivev 'Ayvtov K]aLt 'AoKparov. For his brother Philokrates, see 
pp. 212-213 below. In a list of names of about the middle of the 2nd century, I recognize as 
Hagnias' sons [H]oXivKXEutos- 'Ay[vtov] and [FDXoKpa]i-[?)s] 'Ayv[l4ov], in restoring the latter's 
name and the patronymic in both cases (B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 36, 1967 [pp. 57-101], p. 87, 
no. 18, lines 27-28). These lists were written by the Cutter of Agora I 6006,;active from 169 to 
134 (Tracy, ALC, pp. 150-158). 

'AK--- (III 4), phylarch according to the order of events that mirrors that in IG 112, 2316, lines 
33-36, as well as those in Column I, lines 21-23 and Column II, lines 13-15: in spite of the 
rarity of Athenian names beginning with Ak- he cannot be identified. Compare, however, the 

58 It is assumed that all the persons listed in Column III, lines 12, 14, 16, 18 were foreigners. 
59 Expressions such as L 6p4 o a-rEavosq iye'EvO were explained by W. Dittenberger in his comments on 

I Olympia, nos. 54 and 56, pp. 115-116 and 124. See also, for instance, IG IX 2, 525, line 12 (Larisa, 
ca. 185 B.C.): KLOapwL8WV LcpOS O a-Te4'avosq EKpLO 7j; J. and L. Robert, Bull. eppigr. 1962, no. 58, p. 137; 1967, 
no. 500. 
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family of Simon, Theodoros, and Aktaios of Athmonon, attested in the 4th and 2nd centuries. 
From the 4th century, there "is evidence that there was money in the family."60 

'A-nirv Ato-Xpatov, tribe Aiantis (I 9). The name Apemon is six times attested between the 5th 
and the 3rd centuries, and in three different demes, none of which belonged to Aiantis. The only 
Aischraios, known to me, who was a tribesman of Aiantis is A'o-Xpa0os [- - a-] IaA)pEvS, 
prytanis ca. 50 (Agora XV, no. 273, lines 46-47). He may have been related to the above 
Apemon. 

'AparpwV XT4ov, tribe Aigeis (III 26): EK MVPPLVOVTrrs. Attested as a victorious phylarch at the 
Theseia of 161/0 (IG 112, 956, I, line 57; II, lines 79, 80, and 82). His brother was I'44a\os, It- 

Iov Ey Mvppwoivrrqs, who in 181/0 was elected to a committee (Hesperia Suppl. 4, p. 145) and 
honored by the Council at about the same time (Agora XV, no. 159, lines 9-12). Other members 
of the family are tLlos- 'AvOEo-,r?pLov in IG JJ2, 1939, line 8; MEv4ELaxos- 'AvOEo-rr)tpiov in 
186/5, 183/2 and ca. 180 (IG 112, 896, line 45; 2332, line 43; 2333, line 54); the hieropoios An- 
thesterios in IG JJ2, 1938, line 7, ca. 150, and 'AvOEo-mTjpLos' 4L'ov EK MvppLVoVrrrjs- in IG JJ2, 

6913 of the 1st century after Christ. The eponymous archon Anthesterios of 157/6 may or may 
not have been another member of the family; the name occurs in five other demes as well. 

'ApL(fraLXjos- Ev,8ov5Xov, tribe Oineis (I 8, 44, 50): 4)vXaci-tos'? He is without a doubt a descendant 
of the councillor of Oineis E[v`'o]vXos- 'ApLo-raL'Xi(ov) of the later 3rd century (Agora XV, no. 
117, line 8). The name Aristaichmos occurs more than once in an important family of Phyle; see 
J. Sundwall, Nachtrage zur Prosopographia Attica, Helsingfors 1910, p. 26. 'ApL'rratXllos 
Ev'/3ov5Xov may well be the eponymous archon of 159/8. 

'ApLo-roKpacrrjs- MvEo-rrparov, tribe Pandionis (II 2): Mvpptvo0vstos'? The attribution to the deme 
of Myrrhinous seems virtually certain, in view of 'ApLo-[roKpa]rq 'Avrqua[x]ov MvppL- 
voV(rtos, ephebe in 267/6 (IG JJ2, 665, II, line 43), and of the councillor MEvEore<pa>ros- 
MvppwovO-tos' of 220/19 (Agora XV, no. 130, line 93).61 

'ApXtabns NL K?o-LOV, phylarch of the tribe Aiantis (II 10): DaAX)pEvs-? He was undoubtedly the 
father of "ApLO-7-os' 'ApXLabov of the tribe Aiantis who, in the later 2nd century, was twice 
victorious in the (Greater) Theseia, first as 7TaLs' ris' rpTrrjs' ?IXLKasK62 (IG JJ2, 960, II, lines 12 
and 22), then as vEavio-Kos' 7CV EKA AVKEOV (IG JJ2, 961, line 33). His father's name points to 
the deme of Phaleron: on record are NL K?- Las- NLKro-Lb8K0o 'FaAX)pEvs- as treasurer of Athena in 
377/6 (IG 112, 1410, line 3; 1411, line 8), NL K?o-Las- (aAk)pEvs-, a knight in the 3rd century (AM 
85, 1970, p. 226, no. 410), who could be the father of Archiades, and NLK7)-L'as- NL?)o-oV 
'DXaAi)pEvs- in a funerary monument of the first century (IG 112, 7617). 

AiL OWE?LOs 'OpOayodpov, tribe Kekropis (II 35, 45): 'AXaLEvs? The name Orthagoras is extremely 
rare in Athens, attested once for a member of a family whose origin was Argos and which was 
enfranchised in Athens.63 It does not occur in any of the demes of Kekropis, while that of Diopei- 
thes, within Kekropis, is only found in Halai Aixonides. There was Diopeithes from Halai, 
hieropoios in the year of archon Andreas, ca. 150 (AM 97, 1982, p. 172, line 14), who may well 
have been the same man as Diopeithes crowned at the Panathenaia. A descendant was AL0o7rE- 

O?)S' LXcaVdov 'AXaLEv's-, ephebe in 79/8 (IG 112, 1039, II, line 87). Since not only Orthagoras 

60 Davies, APF, pp. 488-489. 
61 The squeeze confirms that the stone has, in fact, MEv'c-rwIrO9; the correction seems imperative. 
62 For this age group, see Bugh (footnote 31 above), pp. 28-39. 
63 C. Habicht, "Beitrage zur Prosopographie der hellenistischen Welt," StCl 24, 1986 (pp. 91-97), 

pp. 93-94. 
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but also Diopeithes is attested at Argos,64 the Diopeithes of the present list probably belonged to 
the Argive family that was enfranchised at Athens. If so, he was a relative of another victor at the 
Panathenaia, Pythilas, son of Orthagoras (IG 12, 2313, line 58; see p. 226 below). 

'ErLKX fi Kpat'ov, tribe Oineis (II 47): 'AXapvevt. He was honored, about 150,65 by a decree of the 
cleruchs of Hephaistia on Lemnos, IG 112, 1223, where 'ErtLKX?js [KaXX]Lov 'AXapvcts, lines 1 
and 15, can now be emended to 'E7rtLKX f [Kpar]lov. The prytanis Kpar[- -] 'AXapvctvg, 
attested ca. 180 (Agora XV, no. 190, line 8) was undoubtedly his father Krat[ios]; a senior 
Kratios from Acharnai who appears in the middle of the 3rd century in an inventory of the 
Asklepieion (IG 112, 1534 B, lines 261, 264) will have been one of his forebears and in his turn 
the father of Fpa'corMwv Kparlov 'AXapvEvi of the funerary inscription IG 112, 5849/50 (for 
Phrasmon, see also IG 112, 1534 B, lines 248, 308). A homonymous descendant of Epikles, 
['E7r]LKXijs Kpart'ov 'Ayapv[EVs,] is on record in the Augustan period (IG II2, 4040, line 1). 

Evay(wv 'AXKE'[ov], tribe lost, knight (III 6), is no other than E'vaytcov 'AXKE"7ov KO0wKL'8nq66 of 
the tribe Oineis. In 144/3 he was ambassador for the Athenians at Delos to the mother-city (ID, 
1507, lines 36, 52) and epimelete of D)elos in 141/0 (ID, 1750). He is also attested at Delos in 
ID, 1412 a, line 24 and 1417 A I, line 152, as the dedicant of two amphoras, and as a donor in 
the epidosis list from the city, IG 112, 2334 of ca. 148, where he is listed as giving in his own 
name and in the names of his wife Sosikrateia,67 his son Alketes, and his daughter Philia (lines 
67-70). A statue of Philia was dedicated by her mother and her brother (IG 112, 4032). The son 
Alketes was among the many epimeletes in the 130's listed in IG 112, 1939 (line 57). The 
Evaylcov 'AXK&Tov Ko[OwOKL'89] in IG 112, 2445, line 14, may be either our Euagion or a 
relative.68 Related were also Alketes and Euagion who appear together as mint magistrates on 
an annual issue of the New Style Silver Coinage ca. 72/1. They were, however, more likely 
demesmen from Perithoidai than from Kothokidai.69 

EV'KX7jS 'IEpo4a6rov, tribe Oineis (II 37, 53): flEpLOol8gs. His father was Aristokles, the hiero- 
phant at Eleusis from 183/2 until at least ca. 150 (archon Lysiades). Our Eukles reappears as 
victorious hipparch at the Theseia, some time after 148, in IG II2, 961, line 21, under the name 
EVK)KiXs7 'ApLo-7o[K?d]oVJ I1EptOoL8,?). The father Aristokles (or Hierophantes, with his second 
name derived from his cult function) donated in 183/2 for himself, his son Eukles, and his 
brother Amynomachos (IG II2, 2332, lines 49-52). Aristokles had been ephebe in 210/9 
(archon Sostratos, Hesperia 34,1965, p. 91, no. 3, line 25) and was therefore born in 228/7. He 
was elected hierophant in 183/2 and honored by the Eumolpidai ca. 150 at the motion of his 
brother Amynomachos (Hesperia 11, 1942, pp. 295-298, no. 58), who later became hierophant 
himself (IC 112, 3469; Hesperia 11, 1942, p. 297).7? The name tIEpofarrjs is also used for 

64 M. Mitsos, 'ApyoXtK) IlIpoo-co7roypajla, Athens 1952, p. 71. 
65 Tracy, ALC, p. 243. 
66 Homonymous men from Perithoidai are not attested before the 1st century; see the end of this paragraph 

with footnote 69 and C. Habicht, "Notes on Attic Prosopography: Coincidence in Father-Son Pairs of 
Names," Hesperia 59, 1990 (pp. 459-462), p. 460, no. 3. 

67 For her name, see D. M. Lewis, "The Chronology of the Athenian New Style Coinage," NC, ser. 7, 
no. 2, 1962 (pp. 275-300), p. 290. 

68 For another identification in this text, see K. Clinton, The Sacred Officials of the Eleusinian Mysteries, 
Philadelphia 1974, p. 98, note 31. 

69 Thompson, pp. 382-383, 549; C. Habicht, "Zu den Miinzmagistraten der Silberpragung des Neuen 
Stils," Chiron 21, 1991, forthcoming. 

70 Amynomachos is also, as Tracy points out (ALC, p. 141), to be restored in Agora I 6200 (Hesperia 30, 
1961, p. 269, no. 97). 
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Aristokles in IG JJ2, 1934, lines [1] and 6, where his father's name, Nouphrades, also occurs.71 
Among his ancestors was Eukles, son of Aischylos, of Perithoidai, attested as councillor in 
303/2 (Agora XV, no. 62, line 182), whose funerary inscription is IG 112, 7219. A daughter of 
Eukles is attested at Delos: OEo+A'Xr EKXE'O([Vs] IEpOoaov Ovy rrjp (ID, 1830). For the 
family, see Clinton ((footnote 68 above] pp. 24-27), who also provides a revised text of the 
decree of the Eumolpids and a photograph.72 

EV'KrKT4lEvos EUq',Mov, LTT7rrEvs of tribe A[ntiochis] (III 10): ELrEatosg. In 140/39, he was a member of 
the Council and in this capacity moved two decrees, Agora XV, no. 240, lines 36-55 and 1-35. 
His funerary monument has recently been found close to the "Valerian Wall",73 a trapeza with 
the elegantly inscribed name EV'KTL`E11VOS EV)87,ov ELrEaLos. A homonymous grandson, EVi'K[7- 

M,EvOSg Ev'8]MAov, was priest of Sarapis at Delos in 97/6 (IG 112, 2336, line 261 in the edition of 
Tracy).74 Other members of the family are [. . . ]8 Eivrij.ov E'rEaZos', ephebe in 102/1 
(IG JJ2,1028, line 136 [III] = Hesperia Suppl. 15, p. 39, line 238), the knight Eudemos of the 
tribe Antiochis in 106/5 (FdD III, ii, no. 28, col. III, line 21), and there is now 9OE4wot-rosg 
EV`84,ov ELrEa^Cosg, ephebe in 177/6, undoubtedly the brother of Euktimenos (Agora I 7529, 
line 113). 

Eve'Evos, Ev6E'vov, tribe Akamantis (III 34): ELpEa-t'87s. His father was EcvJ6Eos 'ApXL'7rov ELpEo-L- 

8,q who, in 186/5, was one of the superintendents of the great procession (IG 12, 896, line 44); 
a close relative, ['"ApX]L7r7ros (supplevi) EV'vov 'AOqvaiLos9, was victor in the pankration of the 
ayEVELOL at the Panathenaia in 198 (IG JJ2, 2313, lines 39-40).75 

E/vpavcp 'OXAv47rov, tribe Ptolemais (I 36): IAvEVs. Both names are relatively rare in Attica; 
both occur in the deme of Phlya. Well attested is NLKoXAaos 'OXAvtprov IAvEVs, probably a 
relative or the brother of the Panathenaic victor Euphranor. He was a victorious ephebe in 
148/7 (ID, 1952, line 2), a ',roymroa-rd,osg ca. 146/5 (ID, 2609, line 17), and hieropoios in 
144/3 (ID, 2593, line 11) and in 127/6 (ID, 2596, line 17). Euphranor is attested for ZC/LOs' 

Eiv)pacvopos 'FXvEvs', prytanis in ca. 30 (Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 293, no. 20, line 36). 

ZrVCOV MEVEKpaTOV, tribe Akamantis (III 28): KLKVVVEvs', perhaps the ephebe Zrvcorv ME[--] of 
IG 112, 2980a, line 5, dated before the middle of the 2nd century B.C. There is also Z7jvcwOV 
Aa[--] KLKVVVEvs' with his two sons at Delos in 158/7 (ID, 1416 B, I, lines 65-69) and 

ca. 6 -]'qg MEVEKpaTOV KLKVVVEvs', mover of a decree in 193/2 (IG 112, 886, line 6). John 
Traill kindly calls to the authors' attention the ephebe MEvEKpaCrT Zfrvcovso gK [KEpae'wov] of 
220/19 (B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 15, p. 192, line 16), for which we are grateful to him. The true 
reading, however, seems rather to be MEVEVKPacrT Zlvvo)sVo KL[KvVVfLv] as read from two 
squeezes by SVT. 

ZwtL\osI 2KXE'ovs, knight of the tribe Ptolemais (I 26): (FXvEVs. Both names are well attested in one 
of Ptolemais' demes, Phlya, but no identification offers itself. 

71 On Aristokles and the date of IG 112, 1934, see Tracy, ALC, pp. 155-156. 
72 See also C. Habicht, Untersuchungen zur politischen Geschichte Athens im 3. Jahrhundert v. Chr., 

Munich 1979, p. 152, note 10. 
73J. Threpsiades, <<'APao-Kaa't Kat 7-vXata Evp?qyaTa 'AT7tK isj, BoLwtLas, Kat Evflotas>>, 'ApX'E4 1971, 

B', p. 16 and pl. I:,l. Found at the corner of Leophoros Syngrou and Bourbachi Street. 
74 S. V. Tracy, IG ff2 2336: Contributors of First Fruits for the Pythazs, Meisenheim 1982, pp. 80, 202. 
75 The date of this inscription is not entirely certain but is supposed to cover the Panathenaias of 194 and of 

190 (W. S. Ferguson, "Researches in Athenian and Delian Documents II," Klio 8, 1908 [pp. 338-355], 
pp. 349-355; L. Moretti, "Epigraphica," RivFil 92, 1964 [pp. 313-331], pp. 321-326). See, however, p. 218 
below, where the dates 202 and 198 respectively are advocated. 
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Of4LX0os OEo0dXov, phylarch, tribe Antiochis (I 20): the second son of OEd4LXog B?)-aLEvi, who in 
183/2 donated money in his own name and in the names of his wife, Hierokleia, and his sons, 
Theopeithes and Theophilos (IG 112, 2332, lines 346-348). If Theophilos was a phylarch in 
170, he cannot have been born much later than 200. A grandson of Theophilos' elder brother 
Theopeithes dedicated a statue of his grandfather towards the end of the 2nd century (IG 112, 
3872). The Theopeithes, son of Theophilos, who appears as apais in 138/7 (FdD III, ii, no. 11, 
line 18), was probably the same Theopeithes, son of Theophilos, from Besa who figures in a 
catalogue of noble citizens in the last quarter of the 2nd century (IG 112, 2452, line 40) and 
undoubtedly a member of this family. 

O,Ed'pao-roS A[v]Klo-KOV, tribe Ere[chtheis]? (III 38). The name Theophrastos is attested in two 
demes of Erechtheis: AEcovib)s O3Eo0pa-Trov K LoWLEv?, LE EAAr/3os' in 94/3 (IG 112, 2991, 
line 5) and roroo-rroXos about the same time (ID, 2608, line 7), and OE)oE0pao-ros AapTrpEv', 
L7r7TEvs in the second half of the 3rd century (AM 85, 1970, p. 215, no. 212). Lykiskos, a very 
common name in Athens, is so far not attested for a deme of Erechtheis. 

AE'WV KaXXt'7r7rov, tribe Kekropis (I 16): AewvEL6. His deme affiliation is not in doubt, since in 
178/7 the treasurer of the Council was KaAXXL'Trros AE'ovroS' AMecovE (Agora XV, no. 194, 
lines 39 and 123-124), certainly his father. Leon was also affiliated with the highly distin- 
guished family of Leon and Kichesias of Aixone and a cousin of Leon III.76 

Aviavbpos NL'KWoV0s, tribe Aigeis (II 4): LXat'8,. He is attested for the first time but easily identified 
as a brother of the famous Nikogenes (see the next entry). 

NLKoyE'v, NL'KW0os, L7T'rEvs in the tribe Aigeis (II 20, 39): LXat'8js. One of the most distinguished 
citizens of the time. Kirchner's stemma (PA 10850) needs to be revised. In 161/0, Nikogenes 
was the agonothetes of the (Greater) Theseia, on which occasion he spent close to three 
thousand drachmas of his own money and was honored for his performance (IG 112, 956, lines 
2, 19, 29, 40-42). At about the same time, he is on record as the mover of a decree in honor of the 
hipparchs of that year (AEXT 18, 1963, pp. 106-107). A few years later, in 157/6, he was one of 
the two hipparchs himself (IG 112, 957, lines 39-40). His daughter Apollonia married a man of 
similar distinction, Adeimantos of Ikaria, epimelete of Delos in 141/0.77 In the year of Lysia- 
des, ca. 150, Nikogenes served among the hieropoioi of IG 112, 1938 (line 6), and about the same 
time, he headed a list of donors, IG 112, 2334, lines 4-5, together with his sons Lyandros and 
Nikogenes. Lyandros, the son of Nikogenes, who was a victorious knight at the Theseia of 
161/0 (IG 112, 956, II, line 87), must be his cousin, whereas the Nikon,78 son of Nikogenes, who 
won a crown among the younger boys79 at the same festival (col. II, line 52), was probably the 
eldest of Nikogenes' sons. Nikogenes' brother Lyandros, attested here for the first time (II 4), 
and the knight Nikogenes, son of Lyandros, a participant at the Pythafs of 106/5, his grandson 
(FdD III, ii, no. 28, col. I, line 27), are other close relatives. The Nikogenes of Philaidai who 
served with Lykiskos as o7r't Ta r Epa in Delos (ID, 2506) and also the Nikogenes who served 
several times as mint magistrate around 13080 seem to be the same person, i.e., Nikogenes' son; 
he was not yet of age in ca. 148 (IG 112, 2334, lines 4-5). 

76 Habicht, Studien, pp. 194-197, with stemma on p. 196, to which this Leon must now be added. 
77 IG 112, 7646 for the relationship; ID, 1444 A, lines 55-58 for Adeimantos' Delian office. 
78 The squeeze shows the reading NL'Kwv to be correct, not NtK'CJv as in IG. 
79 For the age groups at the Theseia, see the careful discussion by Bugh (footnote 31 above), pp. 28-39. 
80 Thompson, pp. 576-577; for the date, see 0. M0rkholm, "The Chronology of the New Style Coinage of 

Athens," ANSMN 29, 1984, pp. 29-44, with M. Thompson's "Editorial Note," p. 29. Most recently, H. B. 
Mattingly, "The Beginning of Athenian New Style Silver Coinage," NC 150, 1990, pp. 67-78. 
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NwKodraparos 'ApXEXacov, knight in the tribe Oineis (I 25; 11 18): HIeptOol'qv. A horseman like his 
brother Patron (below) and twice victorious on the same two occasions as his brother. 

=vwv Alo-xrlvov, phylarch of the tribe Pandionis (I 18): fIIaavmevv? Among the demes of Pandio- 
nis, the name Aischines occurs several times in Upper Paiania: AvroKparrq AMo-xLvov Ilaca- 
VMfVS was a prytanis of Pandionis after the middle of the 4th century (Agora XV, no. 32, line 
16). A son of his, [-- ca. 6 _] AviroKpacrov HaLavcevt, was an ephebe in 306/5 (IG 112, 478, line 
37),81 and an Ai'o-zXzivs rIacavcev' served as one of the 7A ras! 7rpooro08ovs in the 180's (IG 112, 

1707, line 8). He could well be Xenon's father. 

'OpEAas ̀ A,f3pwvos, phylarch in the tribe Aigeis (I 22).^ Bamri0ev. Scion of one of the most distin- 
guished families of Hellenistic Athens that through marriage was linked to the family of the 
statesman Lykourgos: Lykourgos married Kallisto, daughter of Habron of Bate.82 Ophelas' 
father Habron was honored as proxenos by the Delphians in 189/8 (Syll3, no. 585, line 106) 
and in 183/2 was among the donors of IG 112, 2332 (lines 189-193). He may have been the 
'Af3pwv KaXAc'ov of IG 112, 2864 from 162/1 (or Ca. 180?). Since he also gave in the name of his 
son Ophelas, Ophelas had not yet come of age. In 157/6 Ophelas served as one of the hipparchs 
(IG 112, 957, I, line 41), while in the present list he is only phylarch, an indication that Col- 
umn I of the present list antedates 157/6. In 148/7, Ophelas served as epimelete of Delos83 and 
shortly thereafter is listed among the donors of IG 112, 2334 (lines 71-73), where he also 
donates in the names of his sons Drakon and [Habron]. Of the latter, Drakon is attested as 
epimelete of Delos in 112/1 (ID, 1653 and others), whereas the younger son Habron was 
agonothetes at Delos in 136/5 (ID, 1945) and mint magistrate in 131/0. In 135/4 Ophelas 
served as 'third magistrate", and his name is featured on that year's coins (Thompson, p. 578). 
It was probably Ophelas himself who, then a man of advanced age, went with the Pythays of 
128/7 to Delphi as the rv0XPj-7ros0 fr1y7yr2rrs! (FdD III, ii, no. 24, lines 8-9). The funerary 
inscription for "'Af3pwv KaXAlov BarijOev (Polemon 4, 1949, p. 80, no. 17, and p. 140, fig. 1; see 
also pp. 139-140) seems to have been set up for Habron, the father of Ophelas. 

flarpov 'ApXEXacov, knight in the tribe Oineis (I 24; 11 16): I-epLOoL'8s. He is known as the father 
of FIoX4cAwv rcairpwvov flepLOoLd7)vs, the epimelete of Delos in 120/19 (ID, 1808, 1809) and 
mint magistrate of 125/4.84 Polemon's son was another Patron, one of the thesmothetai of 88/7 
(IG 112, 1714, line 8). From the 1st century dates the funerary inscription of 'ApLarrovo7 
flarpwvos flEpOolbov Ovya,rvp, 'ApXkaXov flEp6oov yvv j, who obviously was married to a 
kinsman (IG 112, 7217). A son of this couple was the Patron, son of Archelaos, who made a 
dedication to Apollo while serving as gymnasiarch (IG II2, 3002). Another member of the 
family is attested in IG 112, 7224. Patron's brother Nikostratos, who appears in Columns I 25 
and II 18, was also a knight and earned two victories on the same two occasions. 

flavorLpiaXosv A7)jL0KAXEOvs, tribe Aigeis (I 40): EK Kowovoi. Yet another member of a highly 
prominent family. His homonymous ancestor, Pausimachos, son of Demokles, was honored 
with citizenship and proxeny at the end of the 4th century by a decree of Corinth85 found at 

81 See the new edition by 0. Reinmuth, The Ephebic Inscriptions of the Fourth Century B.C. (Mnemosyne 
Suppl. 14, Leiden 1971), p. 88, no. 17, line 37. 

82 Davies, APF, no. 7856, p. 270. 
83 Unpublished inscription from Delos (Inv. A 601); see P. Roussel, Delos colonie athenienne (enlarged 

edition), Paris 1987, p. ix. I owe the knowledge of the name of the epimelete of 148/7 to the kindness of M.-F. 
Baslez. 

84 Thompson, p. 578; for the date, see footnote 80. 
85 As demonstrated by N. Jones, "The Civic Organization of Corinth,' TAPA 110, 1980, pp. 161-193. For 
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Delos.86 Another senior member of the family, Pausimachos from Kol(onos), was among the 
donors of the epidosis of 244/3.87 This man's son, it appears, Demokles, served as thesmothetes 
in 229/8 (IG 112, 1706, line 5). He, in all probability, was the father of two sons, Theopompos 
and the Pausimachos of the present document. Theopompos was among the donors of the large 
epidosis of 183/2 (IG 112, 2332, line 178) and one of three Athenian ambassadors that 
contributed to putting an end to the war between Miletos and Magnesia on the Maeander.88 
Pausimachos rose to become epimelete of Delos in the year of the archon Zaleukos, ca. 150 (ID, 
1618; see also 1500, 1833). He had two sons, Menemachos and Eumachos, the former being 
one of the two architheoroi of the Pythais of 138/7 (FdD III, ii, no. 7, lines 7-8), the latter 
attested in the later 2nd century in IG 112, 840, line 34, and in the catalogue of distinguished 
citizens, IG 112, 2452, line 28. 

l7lvppos l7lvtppov, tribe Pandionis (I 52): Kv8aO7)vatetv? The name Pyrrhos is not infrequent in 
Athens but among the demes of Pandionis attested only for Kydathenaion: J7IvpposV TaXvXXov 
Kv8aO21vaLEtv and 'IEp' FIvtppov KvIaOr)vaE's appear on the tombstone IG JJ2, 6592.89 

A,EvKos I3obwplbov, tribe Hippothontis (III 30): AuZEXEE v. Although the name Seleukos had 
become very common in Athens in the 3rd century,90 the identification is not in doubt. Seleukos 
is the man who, around 150, served twice as hieropoios, in the year of Lysiades (IG 112, 1938, 
line 53) and in the year of Andreas (AM 97, 1982, p. 172, line 8, and the comments on p. 180). 
He had not yet come of age in 183/2 when his father [Theo]dorides donated money in his own 
name, his wife's, his daughter's, and his sons', these sons being Aristo[-- ] and Seleukos (IG 112, 

2332, lines 19-24).91 In the catalogue IG 112, 2452 (line 37), the [Evi]OoLosL OeEobwpL0ov 

A?E.KEXAEEvs is certainly another member of this family. [The gravestone of still another descen- 
dant of the 1st century after Christ is surely preserved as IG 112, 11390/1. Correct the patro- 
nymic, and then read [E] 'OVotoL I [GEo]bWplbov. SVT] 

a different opinion, see G. R. Stanton, "The Territorial Tribes of Korinth and Phleious," ClAnt 5, 1986 
(pp. 139-153), pp. 148-153. 

86 L. Robert, "Un decret dorien trouve a Da os," Hellenica 5,1948, pp. 5-15. 
87 IG 112, 791 d, II, line 8 (Hesperia 11, 1942, p. 291, col. II, line 50). The document has been discussed by 

Habicht, Studien, pp. 26-33. The full text has been reprinted in SEG XXXII, no. 118. 
88 I Milet, no. 148 (Syll3, no. 588), line 7. The canonical date (fall of 196) has been effectively revised in 

favor of ca. 184 by R. M. Errington, "The Peace Treaty between Miletus and Magnesia (I Milet 148)," 
Chiron 19, 1989, pp. 279-288. 

89 A TaXvXXos- Kv8aO7)vatoEv? was councillor in 343/2 (IG 112, 1699, line 14); 'AuELVoKX-9 TaXVAXXov 
Kv8aO7)vatLEv is attested as a councillor in 304/3 (Agora XV, no. 61, 1, line 64) and a homonymous 'ApELVo- 
KX7)v TaXVAXXov Kv8aO7)vaL1E?v as mover of a decree of ca. 244/3 (IG 112, 1280; see Habicht, Studien, 
pp. 60-61). If Pyrrhos belonged to this family, he was far from being obscure. Moreover, a Pyrrhos son of 
Pyrrhos served for that very year, 170/69, as eponymous priest of Alexander and the deified kings in the 
Ptolemaic Empire (Clarysse and Van der Veken, p. 26). While the name is frequent both in Athens and in 
Egypt, identity is a distinct possibility, whether Pyrrhos was a native Athenian who rose in the service of the 
Ptolemies (as was Glaukon of Aithalidai, Chremonides' brother, who served in 254/3 as eponymous priest), 
or whether he was a Ptolemaic subject and had been awarded Athenian citizenship. The Prosopographia 
Ptolemaica (Studia Hellenistica 20, p. 304) lists about a dozen people by the name of Pyrrhos but only the 
eponymous priest as Pyrrhos son of Pyrrhos and only him with the required social standing. 

90 See C. Habicht, "Athen und die Seleukiden," Chiron 19, 1989 (pp. 7-26), pp. 25-26. 
91 The father's name is read in IG as .... OEIAHE. This text is also the work of the Cutter of I 247. What 

has been read as a theta is in fact this cutter's omega, i.e., a round letter. Previous editors have naturally read 
the letter following omega as epsilon, for there is a clear vertical plus a central horizontal. Since this cutter 
often renders the loop of rho with two straight horizontals, we may with confidence read dotted rho. At the 
edge of the break before omega appears the right slanting stroke of delta. We may now read line 19 as 
[?Eo]&copL'8,. [SVT] 
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YoyE'v7Sq XcoyE'vov, tribe Aigeis (II 6, 41, 49): 'EpXLEfv. While the name Sogenes is well attested for 
the deme Otryne within the tribe of Aigeis,92 it is much more likely that the above Sogenes was 
from the deme of Erchia (likewise of Aigeis) since he appears twice next to Ya)KpaT'7)s Y-CtyEvOV 
(see the next entry), who was undoubtedly from Erchia. It is therefore assumed that Sogenes 
and Sokrates were brothers. Their father may have been Sogenes from Erchia, who is attested 
as councillor and treasurer of Aigeis ca. 180 (Agora XV, no. 189, lines 4-5 and 13). The epi- 
melete Aristokles, son of Sogenes, from Erchia, on record ca. 150 (IG 112, 1939, line 71), may 
have been another son and a brother of the younger Sogenes and of Sokrates. 

YCOKpaT) gyEly'vov, tribe Aigeis (I 12, 14; II 8, 43): 'EpXLEv?. Brother of Sogenes (see above) and 
perhaps of Aristokles (IG 112, 1939, line 71). Sokrates was an ephebe in 177/6: YcOwKpar s 

2coyEzvov 'EpXLfEV (Agora I 7529, line 102). In the deme of Azenia, of the tribe Hippothontis, 
there was a Sogenes, attested as councillor in 178/7 (Agora XV, no. 194, lines 93-94), but 
Meritt's restoration of the demotic ['ACqVLfv'] for K-2Kpa"r7Sg 2cyE'vovg, on record also in 
178/7 (Hesperia 26, 1957, p. 210, no. 58, line 3), is far from certain: he may as well have been 
an ['EpXLEV9]. 

T4lcov Tlkcovosg, tribe Erechtheis (II 51): KOLO-LfEvg? Among the casualties of 409 appears TL4Io V 
of Erechtheis in IG I2, 964, line 46.93 The name is attested for the following demes of the tribe: 
Anagyrous, Euonymon, Kedoi, and Kephisia. Closest in time and milieu to the above Timon 
seems to be an ephebe of 177/6, TLOuWV MLKL'wvOg KiJOO-t5fs' (Agora I 7529, line 99). 

(FtXacVOrjsg -EZI os', knight in the tribe Oineis (III 8): vVAaXO-Ltos. He is on record following the 
names of his father, mother, and brother in the epidosis of 183/2. Xenon of Phyle donated in his 
own name and in the names of his wife Ameinokleia and of his sons Asklepiades and Philanthes 
(IG JJ2, 2332, lines 98-102). The father, e,vwv 'AO-KAXrTLa'oV, moved two decrees in 186/5, 
the first for the archon Zopyros as the father of the Kavr4o6pos, the second in honor of the 
administrators of the great procession (IG 112, 896, lines 8 and 34). Ancestors named S5,cov 
'AO KAr67ZTa'ov and 'A KAKqTLa6 bs S E'vosv, respectively, were among the donors of money in 
244/3 (IG 112, 791 d, II, lines 13-16). Philanthes himself was one of three ambassadors the 
Athenians at Delos sent to Athens in 144/3 (ID, 1507, lines 35-36 and 52), as was Euagion of 
Kothokidai (p. 207 above). His son, -Sevwv 'FtvA0ov, occurs among the theoroi of the Pythafs 
of 128/7 at Delphi (FdD III, ii, no. 8, line 14), while his nephew, Sevwv 'AKArq7TLa'bov, rose 
to become epimelete of Delos in 118/7 (ID, 1652, 1878, and others). He may have been, as 
Meritt suggested, the eponymous archon of Athens in 133/2.94 Members of this family were 
also honored with statues in the later 2nd century inscribed [w-'vva 'AO-XrjK6]rabov and 
'AO-KKAiTLa7'8JV -zco'vwosv (Hesperia 21, 1952, p. 375, no. 26). 

tDLAOKpaT7s HIOAVKAELT7OV, tribe Ptolemais (I 54): OlvaZosg. He is the younger brother of Hagnias 
(p. 205 above). An ancestor, tDLAOKpaTr)sq F[---] OLVaZos9, was choregos in 331/0 (Hesperia 
37, 1968, pp. 374-376, no. 51, lines 14-15) and therefore a member of the liturgical class 
(Davies, APF, no. 14621). Philokrates himself was still a minor ca. 180 when he is first record- 
ed in a document, in which the names of his father and his brother can now be restored (IG 112, 

2333, lines 9-10; p. 205 above). He won at a later celebration of the Panathenaia no fewer than 

92 See, for instance, IG 1112,791 d, I, lines 26-27 (Hesperia 11, 1942, p. 291, col. I, lines 68-69); 1534 B, line 
225; 2334, lines 19-22. 

9 New edition by D. W. Bradeen, The Athenian Agora, XVII, The Inscriptions: The Funerary Monu- 
ments, Princeton 1974, no. 23, line 14. 

94 B. D. Meritt, "Greek Inscriptions," Hesperia 21, 1952 (pp. 340-380), p. 375. 
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nine crowns, all in equestrian events (IG II2, 2316, lines 17, 21, 23, 25, 27, 57, 60, 63, 67). He 
was already about 70 in 128/7 when his son Neon was still an ephebe (Hesperia 24, 1955, 
p. 232, line 181, and FdD III, ii, no. 24, col. I, line 40). 

THE FOREIGNERS 

A. Women 
A total of eight women (including Queen Kleopatra) appear among the victors, of 

whom three can be identified. Leaving aside Queen Kleopatra (III 22), who will be dis- 
cussed with other persons of royal families, the three identifiable women are Agathokleia, 
Eirene, and [O]lympio. 

'Aya0doAkXa Noviiqviov A[--] (III 18) could have been the daughter of Novf vtos 'AMrokXo- 
[']po[- - ], a victor at the Panathenaia in an equestrian event some thirty years earlier (IG II2, 

2313, line 11, of probably 202), but this is far from certain, since no ethnics are preserved and 
the name Noumenios is extremely common. Even so, after further reflection, it seems likely that 
the ethnic was 'A[d\efav8pe'si (this cutter does not distinguish between alpha and lambda) and 
that Agathokleia was the daughter of the famous Alexandrian Noumenios, son of Herakleodo- 
ros.95 This Noumenios was honored as a proxenos at Gortyn in Crete, before 168, perhaps 
before 172; he served as governor of the Thebais from 171 to 169 and in 165/4 as priest of 
Ptolemy I Soter in Ptolemais. In 168/7 he went as ambassador for kings Ptolemy VI Philo- 
metor, Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, and Queen Kleopatra to Rome, "un personnage qui entre- 
tient des relations avec un pays etranger."96 
His daughter Kleainete was in 166/5 priestess of Arsinoe Philopator in Alexandria, as a suc- 
cessor to Eirene who is recorded as a victor at the Panathenaia in Column I 33 of the new in- 
scription. Agathokleia seems to have been Kleainete's sister and none other than the Agatho- 
kleia, daughter of [Noumeniosi (my restoration), who in 165/4 served as priestess of Queen 
Kleopatra in Ptolemais. She may also be the unknown daughter of Noumenios attested as 
athlophoros of Berenike Euergetis in Alexandria the year before.97 This reconstruction gains 
additional support from the fact that the inscription honoring Kleainete's and Agathokleia's 
father also honors the brother of Olympio who is listed as victorious in Column I 34 of the 
present catalogue. This man, Pedestratos, will also have been in the service of the Ptolemies. 

E4p71v,q rIlroXE/fzLov 'AAAefavbpL' (I 33), who was crowned for her victory in the colt chariot race, is 
well known.98 Her son Andromachos99 dedicated a statue of her in the temple of Artemis 
Paralia at Kition, Cyprus.100 The text names her as the daughter of Ptolemaios, the Ptolemaic 

95 ProsPtol 14617. L. Mooren, The Aulic Titulature in Ptolemaic Egypt, Louvain 1975, p. 70, no. 024; 
p. 88, no. 049 with bibliography, and, by the same author, La hie'rarchie de cour Ptolemaique, Louvain 1977, 
pp. 47-50. 

96 W. Peremans-E. van' t Dack, 'A propos d'une inscription de Gortyn (Inscr. Cret. IV 208); Ptolemee 
Makron, Noumenios and Hippalos," Historia 3, 1954-1955, pp. 338-345, esp. pp. 341-343. See also E. Ols- 
hausen, Prosopographie der hellenistischen Konigsgesandten I, Louvain 1974, pp. 76-77, no. 53: "Numenios." 

97 For all this, see Clarysse and Van der Veken, pp. 26-27 for Alexandria and pp. 46-47 for Ptolemais. 
98 ProsPtol 5104. For the rivaling forms of the ethnic, 'AXefaavbpis and 'A)eavbpZTLrL, see D. Knoepfler, 

"Tetradrachmes attiques et argent 'alexandrin' chez Diogene Laerce, II," MusHelv 46, 1989 (pp. 193-230), 
p. 202. 

99 ProsPtol 14637. 
100T. B. Mitford, "Ptolemy Macron," Studi Calderini-Paribeni II, Milan 1957 (pp. 163-187), pp. 163- 

170. SEG XXX, no. 1615. 
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governor of Cyprus. He is Ptolemaios, son of Agesarchos, a native of Megalopolis. In 204, 
Ptolemaios went to Rome as ambassador for the court of Alexandria.101 In the fall of 197, he 
succeeded Polykrates of Argos as governor of Cyprus, where he may have served until the death 
of King Ptolemy V Epiphanes in 180.102 His daughter Eirene became the first priestess of the 
cult for the late Queen Arsinoe Philopator, when this cult was instituted in 199. She kept this 
priesthood continuously until 171/70.103 She figures as priestess in the decree on the Rosetta 
Stone104 and almost yearly for 29 years in numerous papyri.105 Whether Eirene retired in 170 
from the priesthood or died while still in office (a successor is attested for 170/69) cannot be 
said. If the latter, the summer of 170 would be the latest possible date for the Panathenaic 
festival reflected in Column I of the new inscription (see p. 193 above). 

['O]AXv.trtWo 'Ayqfropos AaKEdatLMovt'a (I 34) won a race with a four-horsed chariot in the compe- 
titon for fully grown horses. The event, the name, and the nationality remind us of the famous 
Olympic victories in the same event by another woman from Sparta, king Agesilaos' sister Ky- 
niska.106 While Olympio herself was not known up to now, her father and her brother were. 
The city of Gortyn in Crete, some time between 181 and 168, honored three men in the service 
of King Ptolemy Philometor with the proxeny: two were Alexandrians and one a Spartan, 
Pedestratos, son of Agetor,107 who must be Olympio's brother. As A. S. Bradford kindly points 
out to me, there was also 'Ay7Twp O AaKWv, recipient of a letter of Eratosthenes (Athenaios, 
11.482A, omitted in Kaibel's Index nominum). He ought to be the great grandfather of Olym- 
pio and Pedestratos. 

Eugeneia, daughter of Zenon (II 29) [see next section, p. 215] 
Archagathe, daughter of Polykleitos (I 32) [see next section, p. 215] 

B. Men 
No fewer than four of the victories recorded in Column II were won by people from 

Antioch at the river Kydnos, that is, the city of Tarsos renamed after a Seleucid king. 

101 Polybios, 18.55.6. Walbank, Commentary II, pp. 484-485. 
102ProsPtol 15068. It has recently been assumed, however, that he was already succeeded in 194/3 by 

[--- ]os 'Ap-lrL7r,7r[-- A]apuE's (CIG, 2623); see Mooren, 1975 (footnote 95 above), p. 187; ProsPtol 15089. 
103 T. C. Skeat in a letter quoted by Mitford (footnote 100 above), p. 167, note 13: "I do not think there can 

be the slightest doubt that she held office continuously from the institution of the priesthood in 199 down to 
171-and possibly 170, as the only extant prescript for 171/0 is defective." Since then, complete prescripts of 
171/0 have been published, and they still show Eirene in the same function; see footnote 105 below. 

104 OGIS, no. 90, lines 5-6. 
105 A complete list of these papyri is to be found in Clarysse and Van der Veken, pp. 21-27. See also J. Ijse- 

wijn, De sacerdotibus sacerdotiisque Alexandri Magni et Lagidarum eponymis, Brussels 1961, pp. 89-90 and 
J. Quaegebeur, "Les pretres eponymes des annees 230/229 et 171/170 av. J.-C.," Chronique d'Egypte 55, 
1980 (pp. 254-261), pp. 259-261 (for Eirene, p. 260, note 5). 

106 P. Poralla, Prosopographie der Lakedaimonier bis auf die Zeit Alexanders des Grossen, 2nd ed., A. S. 
Bradford, ed., Chicago 1985, p. 182; L. Moretti, Olympionikai. I vincitori negli antichi agoni olimpici, Rome 
1957, pp. 114-115, nos. 373 and 381; H.-V. Herrmann, "Die Siegerstatuen von Olympia," Nikephoros 1, 
1988 (pp. 119-183), p. 151, no. 7. Kyniska's victories are dated 396 and 392. The most important testimonies 
are I Olympia, nos. 160, 634; Pausanias, 6.1.6 (cf. 3.8.1 and 3.15.1), 5.12.5; Anthol. Pal. 13,16; Plutarch, 
Agesilaos 20. 

107 I Cret IV, 208 A. For Agetor see A. S. Bradford, A Prosopography of Lacedaemonians from the Death of 
Alexander the Great, 323 B.C., to the Sack of Sparta by Alaric, A.D. 396, Munich 1977, p. 14; for Pedestratos, 
ibid., p. 342. One of the two Alexandrians, Ptolemaios, was the brother of Ptolemaios Makron, the governor of 
Cyprus ca. 180 to 168; see Guarducci's comments on the text. 
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Among these victors was a woman, Eugeneia, daughter of Zenonl08 (II 29), and three men, 
all members of a single family: Zenobios, son of Sosiphanes (II 27), his brother Demophon, 
son of Sosiphanes (II 31), and Sosiphanes, son of Zenobios (II 33), who was either the 
father or a cousin of the two brothers, or the son of the first mentioned. Another citizen of 
Antioch was crowned at a slightly later celebration of the Panathenaia; he was Myron, son 
of Herakleides (IG JI2, 2316, line 47). The renaming of Tarsos and the date of this event 
have been well discussed by Walter Ruge.109 Testimonies for the 'ArtoXeZs a7ro Kv8rov 
have recently been collected by Louis Robert;'10 one might add to them the 'Hyt0l7l[osT 

.. . ]o4pov 'AvrtoXEvs a7ro Ktbvov who was runner-up in the pentathlon of the ayEvELoL 
at Kos, early in the 2nd century. 1 1 1 

From the neighboring city of Antioch at the Pyramos, formerly Magarsos, hailed 
Archagathe,'12 daughter of Polykleitos, who won a chariot race for fully grown horses 
(I 32). At a slightly later celebration of the Panathenaia another citizen of this Antioch was 
also victorious (IG II2, 2316, line 49). 

Only one of the foreigners can be connected with a known family. This is 'AcKXrL67rTa )s 
'A K 'n7L0obpov ZE4vpu.4rjsq (I 29), a citizen of Zephyrion in Cilicia, close to modern 
Mersin. I I3 While another 'A K Xq 7tawbs ZEf4vp4rjTl, son of 'A7roXXvtosT, who is attested 
at Epidauros in the 3rd century (IG IV 12, no. 260), cannot safely be connected with him, 
'AnroXXwPvbT 'AOKX'rLto0bpov ZEf4vpLW'rjsj can. He was honored as proxenos by the city 
of Delphi in 178/7 (Syll3, no. 585, lines 239-240), and there can hardly be any doubt that he 
was the brother of Asklepiades, the victor at the Panathenaia only a few years later. 

Some of the names of the foreign victors call for a word of comment: 

Kacpwv (I 31): I have been unable to discover any other occurrence of this name. His daughter was 
KXEaLV1E'Tr. The name is extremely rare. K\EaLVE'rfl T7TLOO-OE6ovs [Xa]XKL8LK7I' is attested in a 
Hellenistic funerary inscription at Salamis, Cyprus (SEG XXIII, no. 615). KXEaLV1E'Tr ALo8W- 

pov is found on the base of a statue of Athena Parthenos from Euboia (now in the National 
Museum at Athens, IG XII 9, 1192), and also in Bull. epigr. 1977, no. 355 on Peparethos. 
These are listed as KXEaLV&Er7 nos. 2 and 3 in LGPN I, p. 256. It seems obvious, however, that 
this is not only the same priestess of Athena but also one and the same inscription. There is some 
confusion about where the statue and base were found, whether in Xerochori (Euboia) or Seli- 
nunt (Peparethos), and this confusion is already reflected in the lemma of IG XII 9, 1192 
(published in 1915). There is also KXEaLV1E'Tr Nov p'qvlov of 166/5, priestess of Arsinoe Philo- 
pator.114 See p. 213 above on 'Aya0oKi\ELa NovjiqvL'ov. 

108 See also Z 4vwv ZALOOfKOVplIOV from Tarsos (v. Fritz, RE, s.v. 'Zenon", vol. X A, 1972, no. 4, col. 122), 
pupil and successor of Chrysippos (Ind. Stoic. Herc., pp. 66-67, A. Traversa, ed.). His pupil and successor 
was Diogenes from Seleucia/Tigris ("the Babylonian"). 

109 RE, s.v. "Tarsos", IV A, 1932, cols. 2418-2420. 
110 "Sur des inscriptions de Delos," Etudes deliennes (BCH Suppl. 1), Paris 1973 (pp. 435-489), p. 446, 

note 67. 
T. Klee, Zur Geschichte der gymnischen Agone an griechischen Festen, Leipzig 1918, p. 14, lines 19-20. 

112 The name is extremely rare; it is found on a Hellenistic funerary inscription from Alexandria in Egypt 
for 'ApXayaOa 'Eppulov from Ptolemais (F. Preisigke et al., Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Agypten 
I-XVI, 1915-1988, no. 3436) and on an imperial gravestone from Lato in Crete (Bull. epigr. 1966, no. 359). 

113 See C. Danoff, RE, s.v. "Zephyrion", X A, 1972, no. 2b, cols. 227-228. The city was occupied by 
Antiochos the Great during his campaign of 197 (Livy, 33.20,4; Porphyry, FGrHist 260 F 46). 

114 Clarysse and Van der Veken, pp. 26-27. 
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TpL/3aXXA (I 6) is a rare name derived from a Thracian tribe, the TpLBaxXol. It has been discussed 
by Louis Robert when he published a 3rd-century dedication to Hermes and Herakles which 
was found at Ai Khanoum in Bactria (Afghanistan)."I5 The dedicants are two brothers, TpL- 

paxko'g KaL ?rparwv Srparcwvoo. Robert has collected the evidence for the name Triballos, 
which is found for slaves and for free men. He insisted that, for a free man, a personal name 
derived from an ethnic does not point to that man's origin but expresses some kind of relation 
with that ethnic's region, through travel, business, or other. He also observed that the Triballi 
formed a part of Alexander's army and he concluded: "En tout cas, cet anthroponyme doit avoir 
un rapport, a l'origine, avant qu'il se perpetue par tradition dans une famille, avec une carriere 
militaire. II n'est pas aventureux d'en tirer un indice sur le caractere militaire d'une partie des 
colons de notre ville de la Bactriane."1 16 This explanation fits the present case very well (and is, 
in turn, corroborated by it), for he was a citizen of Seleucia at the Tigris, "the royal city",117 the 
foundation and first capital of one of Alexander's generals. It also suits the dedicant from Ai 
Khanoum and another Triballos (REG 70, 1957, p. 30, no. 22) attested at Abu Simbel in Egypt: 
"Ce sont les armees conquerantes qui avaient ainsi vehicule ce nom, a la suite d'Alexandre."' 18 

KINGS, QUEENS, PRINCES 

It is no surprise that the new victor lists contain the names of two kings, a queen, and a 
prince, since kings and princes were already on record as victors at the Panathenaia in three 
other lists.1"9 Of those already attested, King Ptolemy VI Philometor (III 32), King Eu- 
menes II (I 38; III 24), and Prince Attalos (I 48) reappear in the new lists with new vic- 
tories. Attested for the first time with a Panathenaic victory is Queen Kleopatra (III 22). 
She is Kleopatra II, daughter of Ptolemy V Epiphanes and Kleopatra I, and sister and wife 
of King Ptolemy VI Philometor.120 

It is well known that winners of such equestrian contests as those recorded for members 
of royal families did not have to be present at the event in question: they sent their horses, 
chariots, and jockeys. 121 As A. Martin wrote more than one hundred years ago with regard 

115L. Robert, "De Delphes a l'Oxus. Inscriptions grecques nouvelles de la Bactriane," CRAI 1968 
(pp. 416-457), pp. 416-421. Since then, another Triballos has become known in an inscription from Asty- 
palaia (W. Peek, Inschriften von den dorischen Inseln [Abhandlungen der sdchsischen Akademie 62], no. 1, 
1969, p. 41, no. 88, line 33). 

116 Robert, op. cit., p. 420. 
117 A. J. Sachs and H. Hunger, Astronomical Diaries and Related Texts from Babylonia, Vienna, I, 1988, 

p. 345; II, 1989, pp. 333 and 441. 
118 Robert (footnote 115 above), p. 420. For the city of Seleucia see M. Streck, RE, s.v. "Seleukeia", II, i, 

1921, no. 1, cols. 1149-1184; for its population, see Josephos, Ant. Jud. 18. 372: OLKOVOlV ' aVT7)V 7roAAo; AEv 
MaKE&VOW, 7TA\ElUToL be EXA7ves, TTLV be Kat Yvpwv OVK oAlyov TO 7fEO \LTVOEVOV. 

119 IGIIJ2, 2314: King Ptolemy V Epiphanes (line 41), his son Ptolemy [VI] (line 56; see pp. 221-222, 231 
below), King Eumenes II of Pergamon (line 86), the Attalid brothers, Princes Attalos (line 83), Philetairos 
(line 88), and Athenaios (line 90). In IG II2,2316: King Ptolemy VI Philometor (line 45), Prince Mastanabal, 
son of King Masinissa of Numidia (line 43). In IG II2, 2317: King Alexander Balas (lines 37 and 47; see 
pp. 218, 233 below). 

120 F. Stahelin, RE, s.v. "Kleopatra", XI, i, 1921, no. 15, cols. 740-744. Her mother, Queen Kleopatra I, 
daughter of Antiochos III, was dead by 171 (Livy, 42.29.5), that is, some time before the Panathenaic festival 
recorded in Column III. 

121 See, for instance, L. Robert, "Sur des inscriptions de Chios," BCH 59, 1935 (pp. 453-470), p. 461 
( idem, Opera minora selecta I, Paris 1969, p. 520): "un vainqueur dans un concours hippique n'a pas 
necessairement couru lui-meme, il suffit qu'il ait fait courir." 
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to the equestrian contests in the Olympic games: "la couronne d'olivier n'est donc plus la 
recompense de la force, de la valeur personnelle, il suffit maintenant d'etre riche; on verra 
desormais decerner la victoire a des etrangers qui n'auront pas quitte leur pays, et, ce qui est 
plus grave, a des femmes, elles qui ne sont pas meme admises a regarder les jeux. "122 

The most interesting new piece of information concerning the royal competitors is the 
fact that, at last, Eumenes' and Attalos' Athenian tribe becomes known: Attalis (I 38, 48; 
III 24), created in 200 in honor of their father, King Attalos 1.123 In the absence of explicit 
evidence, scholars had long assumed that Kekropis was the tribe of the Pergamene royal 
family. This opinion followed from the assumption that Attalos and Ariarathes of the deme 
of Sypalettos who jointly dedicated a statue of the philosopher Karneades (IG 112, 3781) 
were the princes of Pergamon and of Cappadocia respectively, acting as enfranchised Athe- 
nian citizens. It was only in 1971 that this view was disputed in a paper by Mattingly.124 
Mattingly argued that upon becoming an Athenian citizen, Attalos ought to have selected 
the tribe Attalis, as Ptolemy V Epiphanes had selected Ptolemais (but see above p. 202 and 
footnote 48), the tribe once created in honor of his grandfather Ptolemy III Euergetes.125 He 
regarded the donors of the statue as native Athenians who were named after the princes. 
Several scholars accepted, others rejected Mattingly's thesis,126 now shown to be correct. 

Mention has just been made of Prince Ariarathes who later became King Ariarathes V 
of Cappadocia (163-130 B.C.); as king, he presided once, probably only honoris causa, over a 
Panathenaic festival, since a Panathenaic prize amphora bears the inscription 'aywvo- 
0ETorvToS 8a[rtAXfco] 'AptapaOov DtXo'7ra[ropo0 Kat Ev'-,oEo]vs.127 He may have contrib- 
uted money to help defray the costs of the festival. 

III. THE PANATHENAIC VICTOR LISTS IG 112, 2313-2317 

A. DATES 

The determination that the lists in the new text belong, most probably, to the years 
170/69, 166/5, and 162/1 helps with the dates of previously known inscriptions.128 Two, 

122 Martin, Cavaliers, pp. 168-169, quoted also by Robert (footnote 121 above). See also J. and L. Robert, 
Bull. epigr. 1949, no. 202. 

123 Habicht, Studien, pp. 107, 145-147. 
124 H. Mattingly, "Some Problems in Second Century Attic Prosopography," Historia 20,1971 (pp. 26-46), 

pp. 28-32. 
125 As Column III, line 33 shows, Ptolemy VI Philometor, too, was a member of Ptolemais. 
126 See C. Habicht, "Athens and the Attalids in the Second Century B.C.," Hesperia 59, 1990 (pp. 561-577), 

pp.571-572. 
127 M. Mitsos, <<HavaO1vaLKos aM4uOpEv% E'A\)VwLTLK7j f7roX>i E(K TOV 'v 'AO 'valt 'OA\vp7r&ov, 

'ApX'E4 1948-1949, pp. 5-9, as corrected by J. and L. Robert, Bull. epigr. 1951, no. 79. 
128 The only other significant fragment we possess, IG II2, 2311, dates to the first half of the 4th century, i.e., 

more than 150 years earlier than IG II2, 2313. Although there are obvious similarities, the program clearly 
differed in the 4th century. Lacking further evidence, there does not seem to be any basis for extending our 
discussion to include this text. For a recent discussion and restoration of this text exempli gratia, see A. W. 
Johnston, "IG II2 2311 and the Number of Panathenaic Amphorae," BSA 82, 1987, pp. 125-129. 

Erich Preuner (Hermes 57, 1922, pp. 80-106) has astutely implied that a list of victors from the greater 
Amphiaraia of the second half of the 4th century (IG VII, 414, re-edited by B. Petrakos, 0 'QfpW7roT KaL TO 

kEpbv TOV 'AjuLapacov, Athens 1968, pp. 196-198) may well throw light on the 4th-century Panathenaia. His 
attempt to restore the (mostly missing) equestrian events at the end of this text from the 2nd-century Athenian 
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IG 112, 2316 and 2317 (I), had been assigned respectively to 166/5 and 162/1. To take 
IG 112, 2317 first, Antiochos V, son of King Antiochos IV Epiphanes, has traditionally been 
restored in column I, lines 37 and 47. Epiphanes died in 164, and his son was killed some- 
time in 162. It appeared certain, therefore, based on this restoration (as Ferguson long ago 
reasoned129), that the two lists on this text recorded the Panathenaic games of 162/1 and 
158/7. It is now clear that this text must be later and that Alexander Balas who claimed to be 
the son of Epiphanes is to be restored in these lines. He ruled from 150 to 145. These two 
lists then, since King Alexander appears only in column I, will be those either of 150/49 and 
146/5 or of 146/5 and 142/1. By contrast, King Ptolemy VI appears in lines 45-46 of 
IG 112, 2316, where he is styled 'rpEo38Vt-Epos9 Koehler (p. 390) first argued that this addi- 
tion could only belong to the years 170 to 164 when he was co-regent with his younger broth- 
er. 130 But the same phrase occurs in line 5 of ID, 1517, a text which refers to the events of the 
year 154.131 This instance reveals that Ptolemy VI could be styled "the elder" any time be- 
tween 170 and his death in 145. IG 112, 2316 will date not long after the new inscription, for 
the brothers Hagnias and Philokrates, sons of Polykleitos, who appear prominently in the 
first two columns of the new text, occur on it as victors in the equestrian events, Philokrates 
passim, Hagnias in line 59. Moreover, the events on it closely match the sequence in the new 
lists, particularly that of Column III, and suggest that it follows them at the closest possible 
interval. IG 112, 2316 therefore probably belongs to 158. 

IGC 12, 2313 will date before 190; it was inscribed by the Cutter of Agora I 7181 who 
was active between 224 and 187.132 The two lists which it in part preserves perhaps belong 
to 202 and 198, based on line 62 which may suggest that Argos was not yet part of the 
Achaean League.133 The two lists of IG 112, 2314 (Pl. 76) fall between 190 and the present 
inscription; they could be the lists of 182/1 and 178/7, as Kirchner suggests (following Fer- 
guson)134 in IG 112. But none of Ferguson's arguments are now compelling. The primary 
grounds that currently exist for the date are prosopographical ones. Mikion (line 76 in 
column II) also appears in IG 112, 2331, line 4, as does Echedemos (IG 112, 2331, line 3), 
father of Mnesitheos (IG 12, 2314 II, line 74). Since IG 112, 2331 is dated to the year 172/1, 
the second column of IG 112, 2314 should be placed near that date. In addition, the men's 
pankratiast in both columns (lines 33, 65) served as an ambassador in 169 (see p. 227 
below). Moreover, since the Ptolemy who is listed in line 41 could be either Ptolemy V 
(d. 180) or Ptolemy VI (d. 145), there is no absolute obstacle to placing these two lists as 

lists is unlikely to be correct in its details. The present study has revealed that, unlike the gymnastic events, 
these events and their listing in the inscriptions were far from fixed. 

129 Ferguson (footnote 75 above), p. 350. 
130 Note also A. Wilhelm's support of this view in his article <<Ev43oiKa>>, 'ApX'E4 1904 (pp. 89-110), 

pp. 97-99. 
131 See also pp. 232-233 below. 
132 Tracy, ALC, pp. 61-67. 
133 I owe this suggestion to Christian Habicht, who, heeding remarks of Robert concerning the use of ethnics 

by victors ("Sur des inscriptions d'Ephese," RPhil 1967 [pp. 7-84], pp. 18-22), also cautions that Polykrates 
(line 62) had left Argos about 220 to serve Ptolemy and could well have preferred to be styled simply as 
"Argeios" even after Argos had become part of the Achaean League. But see column I of IG II2, 2314, lines 
48-50 where members of Polykrates' family add as' 'AXattav. 

134 Ferguson (footnote 75 above), pp. 350-355. 
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late as 178 and 174, i.e., to making them immediately precede the new lists. What makes 
this unlikely is that the equestrian program in the second column of IG 112, 2314 is still in 
flux (pp. 199-200 above), whereas it is settled by the time of the new text. There was, 
therefore, probably at least one Panathenaic festival in between column two of IG 112, 2314 
and the first column of the new text. 

Luigi Moretti, however, has argued for 186 and 182 as the dates of these two lists.135 
His argument is based on his restoration, in a victory epigram from Delphi, of the men's 
pentathlon winner, NtKo44axo9 AEcvlbov 'AXato' a6ro MEo-rav-', who is attested in both 
columns of IG 112, 2314 (lines 27, 59). The epigram reads in Moretti's restoration: 

[Tazv pf4av ocfasq 1]EXfcov o Acwvtlba veo0 
[NKo4axoa viK]av apa7-o HIvOcaba 

[avlbp v 7rEvraa]OXOv b'OEV EC-TEf4avwoE 7raXatauv 
['rparos7 M]ECO--ac6av, avreovoMAov 7ra7-pi8a. 

The final phrase refers clearly to a victory won before 191, when Messene lost her 
autonomy (to take the composer's point of view) and became part of the Achaean League. At 
the same time, Nikomachos' two victories at the Panathenaia must postdate 190 because of 
the ethnic Alabandeus in column I of IG 112, 2314, lines 15 and 23. The Chrysaoreans of 
Antioch became Alabandeis again after the battle of Magnesia in 190 (p. 230 below). These 
supposed victories by Nikomachos in the men's pentathlon therefore must be those at the 
Pythian games of 194 and at the Panathenaic games of 186 and 182. They cannot be moved 
closer together than this. A 12-year period seems much too long for a man to maintain 
supremacy in a multiple event so demanding as the pentathlon. The restoration of Niko- 
machos in the text from Delphi is thus highly improbable. Joachim Ebert, moreover, has 
persuasively restored the first two lines of this epigram as136 

L"Ayv apEraxv avE'qrqv],E Aecov o A vlbov'a vbs-, 
[aviKa rayV L'K]av apa7-o HIvOaba. 

The text from Delphi refers then very probably to Nikomachos' older brother Leon and 
provides no ground for dating the Athenian lists to 186 and 182.137 

There exists, in fact, further physical evidence which enables us to establish the date of 
this text with virtual certainty. IG 112, 2314 is clearly closely related in time to the new text 
and may, I suggest, be recognized as coming from the same monument. The marble is gray 
as is that of the new fragment, and the inscribed surface reveals similar preparation, viz. 
light striation or rasping with a tooth chisel (P1. 76). The surface at the left edge, which is 
well preserved, also has the (apparently decorative) band of pocking. Furthermore, the text 
reveals the same format, and each column apparently contains the victors from a single 
Panathenaia. Just as on the new text, the listing of events in each column began at a 
different height, column I approximately one meter above the bottom of the block and 

135 Iscrizioni Storiche Ellenistiche II, Florence 1976, pp. 32-34, no. 82. 
136 Griechische Epigramme auf Sieger an Gymnischen und Hippischen Agonen (Abhandlungen der Sdchsi- 

schen Akademie 63, vol. 2), Berlin 1972, pp. 211-214, no. 71. 
137 Klee ([footnote 111 above] p. 12, lines 75-76) has also restored from IG II2, 2314 Nikomachos, son of 

Leonidas, in a victory list from Kos which he dates to 190. Whether the restoration is a good one (only the final 
letter of the patronymic is preserved) and how trustworthy the date is do not seem matters controllable at this 
time. 
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IG 112, 2314 New Inscription 

(IG 112, 913 Cutter) (I 247 Cutter) [I 247 Cutter] (I 247 Cutter) (I 247 Cutter) (I 247 Cutter) 

I I 
1 

_1 _--- A --.. - 
I__ _ IX 

1N - = 

-I __ i m1 

\ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~I_ I , --II 

I W _ X 

182 B.C. 178 B.C. [174 B.C.] 170 B.C. 166 B.C. 162 B.C. 

FIG. 1. Drawing showing relation of IG 112, 2314 to the present inscription 

column 11 1.10 m. The cutter of the second column of IG 112, 2314 too is identical with the 
cutter of the present inscription.138 Most significantly, the other physical characteristics of 
the block exactly suit the requirements. The left side alone is preserved and reveals anathy- 
rosis;139 the dimensions are reported by Kirchner as 0.78 m. high, 0.55 m. wide, and 0.15 m. 
thick. The width may be estimated as follows. The first column plus the margin is 0.42 m. 
wide. The other two columns are more crowded and will have been about 0.30 m. in width 
(to judge from the widths of the columns on the new inscription which are also by this 
cutter). The original width of the block will then have been slightly over a meter. These 
dimensions match those of the new block quite closely and together with the presence of 
anathyrosis reveal that it too is an orthostate block. The inscription numbered IG 112, 2314 
must, it appears, form part of the block which immediately adjoined the new inscription to 
the left. It originally preserved three lists, those of the years 182, 178, and 174. It cannot be 
the block to the right (i.e., the lists of 158, 154, and 150), for the cutter of its first column did 
not work after 170, and it cannot be the block further to the left (i.e., the lists of 194, 190, 
and 186), for the first column probably cannot be earlier than 186 in view of victors with the 
ethnic Alabandeus in lines 15 and 23. See Figure 1 for a drawing situating these fragments 
in relation to one another. 

138 The first column was inscribed by the Cutter of IG 112, 913 whose working career covers the years 210 to 
170; see Tracy, ALC, pp. 71-79. 

139 I am indebted to Dr. Dina Delmousou, the ephor of the Epigraphical Museum, for kindly supplying this 
information from Athens. 
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The Cutter of Agora I 247 apparently inscribed a group of lists all at one time, begin- 
ning with column II of IG 112, 2314. He also, Koehler's facsimile reveals (see pp. 224-225 
below), inscribed the lost list published as IG 112, 2316. It appears likely, then, that he 
inscribed the lists of Panathenaic victors for a 20-year period or more from 178 down to the 
list of 158.140 Finally, IG I12, 2315 (now lost) is perhaps part of the new text, from the 
upper part of Column 1, where (if the piece ever turns up) the text suggests that it could well 
join. If this is correct, it would confirm Habicht's identification of Eurykleides in line 32 as 
the younger brother of Mikion "the younger", victor in the four-horsed chariot race in 182 
and in 178.141 He is Eurykleides IV in the stemma offered by Habicht.142 

B. NEW READINGS AND RESTORATIONS 

The discussion and conclusions drawn thus far enable some improvements in the read- 
ings and restorations of other known lists. 

IG I12, 2313 
Recently this list was rediscovered by Maria Letizia Lazzarini in Pesaro, Italy.143 

Details about it are not yet available. This text apparently preserves at the top of column II 
the end of one list and the beginning of another. It is not, therefore, part of the series 
represented by the new text and IG I12, 2314. 

IG 1J2, 2314 (P1. 76) 
The record of the events in column one is all but complete. Restore above line 1: 

[wta^bav iov]Xov] 

Line 56. The number of missing letters at the beginning can be calculated quite precisely. The pi falls 
under the gamma in line 50 and under the fourth epsilon in line 44. There are thus about 17 letters lost. We 
may confidently restore [LIroAXejaZosv flao-tXA>ws] Hr[o]4AEaJtov MaKE8Wv. The nature of the erasure is not 
clear, but the presence of a slanting stroke from the first text to the left of alpha suggests that epsilon may 
initially have been omitted. 

[The Ptolemaic kings, as well as the Seleucids and the Antigonids, were accustomed to add the ethnic 
MaKEb3cAV to their names as a means of pointing to their glorious origin. They were followed in this practice by 
their subordinates.'44 CHi 

140 The cutters of IG II2, 2323 who inscribed the record of comic performances at the Dionysia were also 
responsible for inscribing records for periods covering 20 years and more. See C. A. P. Ruck, IG IF2 2323, the 
List of Victors in Comedies at the Dionysia, Leiden 1967, pp. 1-2. The cutter of the present inscription, the 
Cutter of Agora I 247, perhaps significantly, is not one of them; for details, see IG II2, 2323 in Tracy, ALC, 
pp. 47, 53, 74, 149, 246. 

141 IG II2, 2314, lines 44, 76 (line 77 in the new edition of these lines on p. 222). 
142 Studien, p. 182. 
143 "Una Collezione Epigrafica di Pesaro,' RivFil 113, 1985 (pp. 34-54), pp. 35-36. 
144 Pausanias (6.3.1) comments concerning a dedication of Ptolemy 1, MaKEbova 8e avrov Q F117oXqhalosv ev 

Tri OTLypacA4art EKa XEr, 8aoLAXEV' Ob'aSq ALytxrrov. He adds (10.7.8), .xatpov yap 0 MaKEoves ot 
ev ALyVX7rW KaXovt4LEzVOL /3aLXrEts6, KaBaTrep ye orav. See also M. Holleaux, Etudes d'epigraphie et d'histoire 
grecques, Paris, III, 1942, p. 360 and II, 1938, p. 83. 
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There is a vacat after this line to the bottom which measures ca. 0.052 m. 
We may also add estimates of the letters lost at the openings of the other lines: line 46 ca. 10, line 48 ca. 10 

(6 with the restoration), line 50 ca. 17 (the restoration fits), line 52 ca. 13, and line 54 ca. 15. 
Restore in line 56a: [17rIrowv]. 
Lines 70 to 105 can be reconstructed as follows (note that these line numbers necessarily 

differ after line 71 from those in IG 112): 

70 &[,zof3ar77s] 
'AVTL'OXOS [ -?--- 

72 [apAartL btavAov] 
AAPKPTOS 'EX[e8I4Lov flavbtovtbosg #vA ig] 

74 aKa[,u4rLov] 

MvIgos-1Oeo EXf[87tj.ov flav83tov0os9 4vX7s] 
76 apMAaT[L 7'op.TrK, WiL] 

MLKL'Wv EV'pvK[i'8E0ov 'EpEXOJEohS vvAijg] 

78 OTrWO 7'[oAX,uO-re^-] 
ALOKAX)s9 XapLtvo[v OLveLbosg 4vX7sg] 

80 L7TWWL [bLavAozv] 
KaAAL4X$v KaA[----------- 

82 aKa/.{[TLOV] 

'AyaOoKX\is1 'EA[----------- 
84 EV TWOL U7lTXO8POAL CL O-VVWpL TEXElal] 

'ArraAosg 8aO-LAE[W9 'Arria.Aov] 
86 ap/[aTL TeAELCOl] 

,8ao-LEvsX Ev'9[fE'v)Sg ,8aGA-'s 'A77a'AOV] 

88 garTL '7rTOALKWL] 

NL?.raL[pos9 ,aOrLAf'(s 'ArrcaAov] 
90 [K'AtpTL TEfAELUL] 

'AO7'vaLos [8artATXf' 'Arr6Aov] 

92 [-VVCOptu'bL 7TCOALKEL] 

1Xye'vqrgs A[?----------- 
94 [dKX L 7TCOXLKCOL] 

'EpuLO'v7 H[OXVKpaTOV 'ApyE'a a7r' 'AXaLLa-] 
96 [L7r7otL 7roXvbpo4,LwL] 

98 [aplAart 7rOAE.LGL-TflpLwL] 

Ep[?------------------ 
100 [VYEl lrO,7TLKWL] 

Xap[?------------------ 
102 [o-VVwPiLb b8LaVXOV] 

HIoXvKp[?------------ 

104 [o-vcOpl8' a'Ka,47rTov] 

FIO\VK[- ?------------ 

vacat to bottom ca. 0.024 m. 

The events in lines 84 to 94 are the six open ones in the hippodrome; it is impossible to 
guess their exact order of listing. The restoration of a particular event in a particular line is, 
therefore, arbitrary. These and these alone are the six open equestrian events.145 They were 

145 See IG 112, 2314, lines 45-56; 2316, lines 42-53; 2317, lines 36-47 (p. 226 below); and the new text 
Column I, lines 27-34, Column II, lines 21-33, Column III, lines 11-22. 
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the oldest part of the equestrian competition. There is no evidence that they were subject to 
change. The restoration in line 96, therefore, appears to be certain, and unless this list is 
imagined to be completely anomalous, this line introduces a new class of events in the 
hippodrome which was open only to citizens (p. 200 above). This fact makes the names of 
Polykrates and his daughter Hermione which have been restored in the following lines in 
IG impossible, no matter how attractive these restorations may have seemed and no matter 
how long they have been accepted in the literature. Note, moreover, that there are well- 
attested Athenian names to match the beginnings of the names in each of these lines. The 
restorations of the particular events in lines 98 to 104 must be conjectural. 

Line 56a. This restoration was first suggested by Rangabe (p. 676). 
Line 75. Only the initial vertical of dotted epsilon is visible. 
Lines 78-82. The restoration of the events had been anticipated by Martin (Cavaliers, pp. 252-253). 
Line 78. The first vertical and the horizontal of dotted pi are preserved. 
Line 83. The left slanting hasta of the dotted lambda appears before the break. Kirchner (following 

Koehler's majuscule text) read dotted delta. There are no names, however, known in Attica which begin Eb-. 
Line 85. The upper third of the vertical of dotted epsilon alone survives. 
Line 86. Part of the loop of dotted rho can be made out at the break. 
Line 90. Koehler read nothing here; Rangabe and Boeckh print APM, apparently influenced by the 

reading APM in lines 86 and 88. 
Line 93. An indistinct triangular shape is the basis for dotted alpha. 
Line 96. Part of the rubric (K 7TWV 7TOXLTLKWV should appear here, if it had been inscribed. Apparently it 

and the phrase EK 7a'vrcov which would be expected in line 84 were omitted, as they were in lines 27 and 35 of 
Column I of the new inscription. 

Line 97. Only the initial vertical of dotted nu is legible. 
Line 103. The vertical of dotted rho appears at the break. The names UIOAVKpLTO' and IO?VKpcTr are 

possible. 

IG 112, 2315 
Our text depends on a single copy published by K. S. Pittakes.146 Pittakes unfortunately 

simply omitted lines and at points transcribed what he saw carelessly. He recorded i"TUTTLOV 

as t7rlrTKOV in line 37 and completely omitted lines 19 and 41. The men's diaulos does not 
appear. Unfortunately we do not know whether it was never inscribed or whether it was 
omitted through carelessness of the modern copyist. Despite the efforts of Rangabe, Koeh- 
ler, and Kirchner to make sense of the text, many of the readings must be considered as 
doubtful. See, however, pp. 228, 232 below for clear evidence that Pittakes copied some 
lines correctly. 

Whether the lines before line 1 1 are the end of another list or part of a preamble is 
unclear.147 Pittakes' text has problems both in terms of the letters reported and their relative 
spacing with regard to the other lines of the text. The reading of line 9, for instance, [EK] TCWOV 

7TOALTCOV aKa[dJ]7rL0v, is in the first place unexampled. Secondly, when the rubric E'K TCWV 

7rOXLTLK ^V occurs (7boXATcWV is attested once-if it is the true reading!-at IG 112, 2317, line 
19), it introduces the events for citizens in the hippodrome. This rubric ought to appear 15 
or 20 lines above the beginning of the next list instead of just one line before it as Pittakes 

146 L'ancienne Athenes, Athens 1835, pp. 106-107. 
147 If the surmise above is correct that this text comes from the upper part of the new text, these lines will be 

either part of a preamble or the end of a decree which preceded the list of victors. 
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records it. Rangabe comments in dealing with this line (p. 687), "Il n'y a pas de conjecture 
trop hardie pour un texte comme celui qui nous occupe." 

IG 112, 2316 
Although known only from Charles de Peyssonel's transcription made in 1741 ,148 it is 

possible to recognize that this text was incribed by the Cutter of I 247, i.e., the same work- 
man who inscribed the new fragment. Koehler's majuscule text (IG II, 968) often renders 
omikron as two dots or two lines and leaves out the crossbar of alpha. These shapes clearly 
derive from Peysonnel's copy; they are characteristic of this cutter and, I think, leave little 
doubt of the attribution. Despite some problems caused by the hand of the cutter, which is 
indeed difficult to read, Peyssonel's copy recorded the ancient text very accurately.149 Along 
with the new fragment published above, this inscription gives us our most complete evidence 
for the athletic program of the Panathenaia. 

This text was apparently inscribed on a narrow block, a pillar perhaps. Because of the 
lack of space the cutter did not have the room to follow the layout used in all the other texts, 
i.e., to place the event in one line and the name of the victor in the next. Instead he ran the 
text together in continuous fashion. The text as copied makes it clear that the left margin 
was, for the most part, preserved. 

The known mannerisms of this hand make it clear that many of the square brackets 
printed in the corpus can be removed. Both Koehler and Kirchner placed square brackets 
around any letter which they changed from the letter that was in Peyssonel's copy. The 
Cutter of I 247 renders rho as F, F, I=, phi sometimes as + and omega with a roughly 
round shape in most cases. Peyssonel often copied the first as E, F, or I=, the second as T, 
and the third naturally as 0. The brackets may therefore be removed from around rho in 
lines 1, 3, 7 (first one), 27, 39, 46, 47, 55, 65, phi in lines 20, 24, 53, and omega in lines 4, 6, 
10, 11 (both), 16, 24, 28, 31, 34, 36, 37, 41, 46, 47, 52 (both), 54 (first two), 66. Other easily 
recognized Peyssonellian confusions are E for B twice in line 45, A for A in line 49, A for A 
in line 54, A for A in line 62, n for TI in lines 49, 50 and for IT in line 59. 

Line 16. Martin (Cavaliers, p. 236 and note 2) judged the restoration 'EAEVO-LvL'wL as too 
long by four letters. If this were so, it would weigh heavily against accepting it. In making his 
calculations, however, Martin counted iota as a full letter. It is more accurate in dealing with 
non-stoichedon texts of the Hellenistic period to count iota as half a letter. When one does 
this, line 16 has 29 letters. The next longest line is line 63 (as corrected) with 28 letters. 
Several of the lines, 20,31, 54, e.g., have 261/2 letters. The length of line 16 as restored is thus 
no problem, especially given this cutter's habit of crowding or spacing out at will. 

148 On Peyssonel, see G. Perrot, "Inscriptions de Bithynie copiees par Charles de Peyssonel (1745)," RA 
1876, pp. 408-415 and L. Robert, "Epigraphie et paleographie," CRAI 1955 (pp. 195-222), p. 206, note 3 
and the bibliography there. 

149 Boeckh (p. 391) was wrong (despite Robert's subsequent approval [op. cit., p. 199, note 3]) to say "La 
copie de toute l'inscription est tres fautive" and Martin, who had studied the text, more wrong to repeat it 
(Cavaliers, p. 235). Koehler (p. 390) responded "Immo apographum Peyssonelii ... satis adcurate factum est, 
sed titulus litteris neglegentissime factis lapidi incisus fuit, quales litteras scribae Athenienses inde ab initio 
saeculi alterius interdum usurpaverunt. Hoc fefellit Boeckhium, qui titulos graecos nonnisi ex libris et apo- 
graphis manuscriptis novit." 
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The restoration in lines 20-21 should be [1eiV'El rowM] | 7lKCl and the patronymic in line 
63 is HFo?0V[K?]Jlrov. Dotted tau is justified from the rho which appears in Koehler's 
majuscule text. 

Line 65. In Koehler's facsimile, the first two letters I1 probably result from the copyist 
looking down one line where he saw and recorded the remains of HY. The next nine letters, 
ATOMAXO, accurately record the name except that rho and iota were omitted. The 
patronymic has heretofore remained undeciphered, and all editors have simply printed 
sigma followed by a lacuna. The first letter is sigma, the second a round letter (i.e., an equal 
sign), the third is beta-shaped (E-shaped in this cutter's hand), the fourth is nu, the fifth is 
shaped like a lunate sigma with a tail at the bottom, the sixth is lambda, and the last is 
upsilon. Palaeographically I0EzvA<o>v seems beyond doubt. The entire line should be re- 
constructed as 

{11} 'A<pL>o-7-o4axos, 10Evfs<o>v <K>EKpo7r[48o]- 
The letters in pointed brackets were omitted. 

This individual who was victor in the flat-out chariot race of 158 belongs to a prom- 
inent family of Melite, members of which can be traced back to the 4th century. Among 
them may be mentioned 'Hy L'70177os MEALTEvs, an epimelete of naval funds in 366/5 
(IG 112, 1622, line 506), and 'Hy 7l'77ros, 'ApLo-T0oa1Xov, councillor of 281/0 (Agora XV, 
no. 72, line 41) and secretary in 276/5 (IG II2, 684, 685). The present Aristomachos is also 
attested in an inscription from Eleusis of about 150, contributing on behalf of himself, his 
wife, and his son Sthenelos (IG 112, 2335, lines 15-17). His homonymous uncle was one of 
the epimeletes in charge of the Panathenaic procession in 186 (IG 112, 896, line 43). His 
nephew, Sthenelos son of Sthenelos, participated as a knight in the Pythaids of 106/5 and 
98/7 (FdD III, ii, no. 26, line 14 [IV]; no. 28, line 24 [II]). A stemma of his immediate 
family may be reconstructed as follows: 

Sthenelos Meliteus ca. 215 
(IG 112, 89643) 

Aristomachos Sthenelou M. Sthenelos Sthenelou M. ca. 185 
(IG II2, 89643) 

Sthenelos Sthenelou M. Aristomachos Sthenelou M. ca. 155 
(columella, Koumanoudes (IG II2, 231665, 233515) 

NE'ov 'AO 'v. 2, 1957, p. 39) 

Sthenelos Aristomachou ca. 125 
(IG 1I2, 233517) 

Sthenelos Sth. Kekropis ca. 100 
(FdD III, ii, nos. 26, 28) 
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IG 112, 2317 
This inscription too, like 2315, is known only in a rather inadequate copy. Line 17, [(K 

rwv r7E]acov Xa7rdit, is unparalleled; surely Aa7ra'bt is a careless misreading of &Kd'j7rtoLv. 
Lines 6 to 18 probably should be reconstituted as follows: 

6 ['Lr7rWL 7TOAlLOT7]rZ &'avAov Ev o'd[AoLsi 
[(K TWV 4vAvXpX]Wv 

[------ ] ALyeLbos [4v]Arys 
9 [(K T]WV L'T,WV 

[--?---- '?I7r7r]oOowvrL`os 4 vAi1s 
R'Lr7rWL 8LavX0ov EK T]WV 4vA'pxW[v] 

12 [-----]HE I'ToAXq.aLLbo' 0v?A3sj 
[ Lr7r oavAo]v (K TWV TTEWV 

?----] Oivd^Hos 4vAijs~ 
15 ['r7WL aKaMuLOV] (K TWrV OvXAaPXV 

?------K]ECKPOWloOS vAX7 
[TWL EK TCOV T7Tf]WV a[K]74T[LOV] 

18 [-?-------]bos0 vAjs 

Line 6. This restoration has also been suggested by Martin (Cavaliers, p. 246). 
Line 12. Boeckh (p. 438) reports the first preserved letters as IHE; C. Wordsworth (Athens and Attica, 

London 1836, opposite p. 159 [not p. 135 as IG both editions]) records them as 00. 
Martin (Cavaliers, p. 246) suggested, I think correctly, that the phrase Ev Tr T7TL o po(L should be 

restored in line 19. Likewise, line 36 should clearly be read as: [&v T7 L]7r7ro[8]p[,U]wL [(K 7ravrwv ovvwpi3L8 
7rTALKfE]. Mommsen (Feste, p. 98, note 6) also realized this. 

Line 37. [bao-LAdv' 'AAX6av8po]g, i.e., Alexander Balas, should be restored in place of [,8a-LXAEv 
'AvTLOXo]S here and in line 47 (see p. 218 above). 

The spatial relationship of part II to part I is unclear; the description "vacuum duorum 
digitorum spatium" must be incorrect. 

Line 57. CvEyE should be restored in place of apuarL. 

C. SOME COMMENTS ON THE VICTORS LISTED IN IG 12 2313-2317 

Athenians 

IG IF2, 2313 
2313, 17. [O]E[Ao]pos? 'E7r[a]MdELvo[v]os 'AO?)vatos: perhaps Fapy7irrtos, cf. Agora XV, no. 138, 

lines 55, 58: Fapy?frrtot I ['E]7ra,uEL[vwv], a text of ca. 210-200. 

2313, 40. -t7r7rog EUV4vov 'AO?vaZtog, winner of the youths' pankration. Name and demotic can be 
derived from Ev`eCvos 'ApXL'r7rov Ept'pefakqs], one of the superintendents of the Panathenaic 
procession in 186/5 (IG JJ2, 896, line 44). A relative, Ebiefvosg Ei'e'ov, was victorious in a 
chariot race at the Panathenaia of 162 (see p. 208 above). 

2313, 58. FIvOt'Xasg 'OpOayodpov 'AOv,vatos. His father, 'OpOayodpas FIvOt'Xa, was a citizen of Argos 
and is there on record, as orator of three decrees from ca. 250-245. Kirchner, being aware of 
two of those, concluded that Pythilas acquired Athenian citizenship (see his note on IG 112, 

2313, line 58). The third decree is BCH 82, 1958, p. 13, no. 3. If, as it seems, ALo7rfLdr1q 
'OpOayodpov, winner of two equestrian contests at the Panathenaia of 166 (pp. 206-207 above), 
was related, the family, when it acquired Athenian citizenship,150 had chosen the tribe Kekro- 
pis and (probably) the deme Halai Aixonides. 

150 The case is not discussed by M. J. Osborne, Naturalization in Athens I-IV, Brussels 1981-1983. 
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IG112, 2314 
2314, 33 and 65. KaAXAasv Iwa-LKpaTov 'AO7rvatos, victor in the men's pankration. He is no other 

than the Athenian KaX?lav o' irayKparLao-i7-1, who, in 169, was sent by the Athenians to King 
Ptolemy VI Philometor as 0Ewpos v'7rEp r^v HIavaO'qvaL'wv (Polybios, 28.19.4) and who served 
in 159/8 as cosmetes of the ephebes: KaA)dasv I)ofLparov [4DX]vEvsv (IG 112, 1027, lines 14, 
30).151 The Sosikrates, son of Alkamenes, from Phlya who was honored with the proxeny at 
Delphi, sometime between 224 and 212, ought to be his father (FdD III, ii, no. 76). 

2314, 37. KaAkXasv Opad7r7rov ALyEZOosV 4vXAr: a member of a well-known family from Gar- 
gettos. 52 He is probably the same Kallias, son of Thrasippos, from Gargettos who served as E7rL 

Ta LEpa on Delos in 156/5 (ID, 1417 B, II, line 80; 1418, line 3; 1837, lines 15-16). His grand- 
father, likewise Kallias, son of Thrasippos, from Gargettos, moved the decree in honor of the 
athlothetai, IG 112, 784, from about 250. His son, Thrasippos, son of Kallias, tribe Aigeis, was 
victorious among the boys at the Theseia of 153/2 (IG II2, 958, II, lines 69-70), served as priest 
of the eponym of the tribe Hippothontis (not his own) in 135/4 (Agora XV, no. 243, line 52) 
and as agoranomos at Delos in 124/3 (ID 1649, line 1).There is also Thrasippos, son of Kallias, 
from Gargettos, who was priest of the eponym of Hippothontis in 178/7 (Agora XV, no. 194, 
line 36; cf. no. 193, lines 1-2, and no. 205, lines 9 and 59-61). He apparently was the Thrasip- 
pos, son of Kallias, who was honored with the proxeny in Crete in the early 2nd century (I Cret 
II, p. 313, no. 3 = IG 112, 1130). 

For 2314, 39, EVpVKi(XEL't8 MLKicWVOSv 'EPEX06E8OSv 4vAiS; 2314, 44, [MLudKco Ev'p]vKAdEiov 'EpEX- 
06WovS 4vV,1S vEctYrE(pos); and 2314, 76, MtKL'wv EVpvKX[EL8ov], see Habicht, Studien, pp. 
179-182. Add now T'u.ov MuKdvoS K? taOLEtVS, ephebe in 177/6 (Agora I 7529, line 99). 

For 2314, 69 and 74, MvrqdoEoso 'EXE[87iov flavbToviboosv 4vX7] and for 2314, 72, APKETOV 
'Ex[E874uov FlavbTovkbosv fvX7], see Habicht, Studien, pp. 189-193. On Echedemos III, 
together with Menedemos and Alexion, as Athens' representative at the Delphic Amphictiony 
in 186/5, see C. Habicht, "The Role of Athens in the Reorganization of the Delphic Am- 
phictiony after 189 B.C.," Hesperia 56, 1987 (pp. 59-71), pp. 67-69. See also P. A. Pantos, 
"Echedemos, 'The Second Attic Phoibos'," Hesperia 58, 1989, pp. 277-288. 

2314, 71.'AvHToxos. Among the known Athenians of that name, one of the following two could be 
related to the victor: the mint magistrate of 134/3 (third magistrate) and 131/0 (first magis- 
trate) ,1 5 or Antiochos, father of Polyxenos of Marathon, who in 149/8 was gymnasiarch at 
Delos (ID, 2589, line 24). 

2314, 78. AZLOKKX7)S Xaptvo[v OlvEThos fvX jv]: the father of Charinos, son of Diokles, tribe Oineis, 
who was twice victorious at the Theseia, among the ephebes in 157/6 (IG 112, 957 II, line 61), 
among the men in 153/2 (IG 112, 958, II, line 92). Their deme may have been Acharnai, since 
this is the only deme of Oineis in which both names, Diokles as well as Charinos, are attested. 

2314, 81. KaXXL4EJ3v KaX-, winner of a horse race and an Athenian citizen according to Tracy's 
demonstration (pp. 222-223 above): names beginning in Kall- or Kal- are very frequent in 
Athens, and Kalliphon is common among them. In the absence of an indication of Kalliphon's 
tribe (or deme) any attempt to identify him would be extremely hazardous. Attention may be 

151 For the date see B. D. Meritt, "Athenian Archons 347/6-48/7 B.C.," Historia 26, 1977 (pp. 161-191), 
p. 183. 

152 See S. Dow, Prytaneis (Hesperia Suppl. 1), Athens 1937, p. 123. 
153 See Habicht (footnote 69 above). 
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called, however, to KaAAt4ii v [Ka]A\t4i2v[rosg H]av/3wrca4[8b], the eponymous archon of 58/7 
(FdD III, ii, no. 56, lines 2-6; IG 112, 1716, line 21).154 

IG112, 2315 
2315, 32. [E]ivpvK<AEijs~ EivpvK<AE?ov 'AOBvaZosg: see above, on 2314, 39. 
2315, 40. Nov/.vftos EVOiov 'AOqvaZosg, victor in the pentathlon: none other than NovMvJvtosg EviOov 

'tvAia'otosg, priest of Anios at Delos in 158/7 (ID, 2605, line 27); at the same time, the Delian 
inscription proves that Pittakes has transcribed line 40 correctly. A close relation, probably a 
cousin, is EviOtasg NovuqvLiov T?vA4o-tos, president of the Athenian assembly one day in the 
spring of 163 (Agora XV, no. 219, line 5). 

IG1 12, 2316 
2316, 17, etc. hDLAOKpaiTn9 HIOAVKi\EL7OV HroAkq.aubosg 4vAs7g: see pp. 212-213 above. 
2316, 30. BovtAapXos AaMOK?dAa 'AKaMavTLbosg 4vAks, phylarch: none other than [Bo]vtAa[pXos] 

EUpEojib4A], prytanis of Akamantis, a. 169-134, IG 112, 2435, lines 11-12,155 and probably the 
father of AaaoK?dasg BovAcpXov EUpEo1'srb-, IG 112, 5995, 5996. 

2316, 32. acrTvpos 'I[Ep]oKXfovs KEKpo0L'bos9 vAX s: both names together are not on record for any 
of the demes of Kekropis. Closest comes 'AA46LKAX 9art7po AL6zwvEvsg on a funeral inscription 
of the first half of the 4th century, who may be a relative (IG 112, 5405). 

2316, 37. NLtKO'wpoS NLKflO-ILOV AE[wvc,r]Lboosv 4vAijs,, r7rEVsg: the same NLtKO'wpoS NLKrn-L'OV AEWVTL'- 
bOE, (K TWiV LUT7TErwv, was victorious in the diaulos and the akampion at the Theseia of 161/0 (IG 
112, 956, II, lines 84-87). His deme was probably Phrearria; see the ephebe [--b]WpoS NLKO- 

?icpov (DpEapt (IG 112, 787, II, line 9) of 237/6. 
2316, 38. AE11[v]tXo[S] 'A[p]Xrl7rov OlvchogS 4vAk^[], L7r7rEVS: as Kirchner observed, he is the 

AEOlVTLXOS 'AxapvEvsg who was hieropoios of the Romaia and Ptolemaia in the year of Lysiades, 
149/8 or a little earlier (IG 112, 1938, line 48).156 At about the same time he was victorious in an 
equestrian event at the Eleusinia (AM 62, 1937, p. 4, line 11-12: [AEOvTtX]oS 'ApXL'TrToV 

OlvEZboS 4vAX s). In 138/7 his son participated as a boy in the Pythais ["'APXL]7r'roS AEOVTLXOV 
(FdD III, ii, no. 11, line 10). Also preserved is the funerary inscription of his daughter, 
LtAov.dn1V7 AEOVTLXOV 'AXapvE(AS), IOL/3LOV ?7)/.aK4leJS9 yVVv7 (SEG XXI, no. 843). A son 
from her marriage to Sosibios was the ephebe of 119/8, [HlAo'rap]Xos 1WTL8L'OV 7)L aKfEvs 

(Hesperia 33, 1964, p. 214, col. I, line 124). The name Archippos occurs often in Acharnai. 
2316, 40. ?paofvKAkis 'Ap[X]LK?fOVS OLV9L0OSg 4vAXis, L'7T7TrvS: member of a distinguished family 

from Lakiadai. His father, ['ApXt]KXAf AaKUa'?7Sg, appears among the donors in the epidosis of 
183/2 (IG JJ2, 2332, line 352). His brother, 'ApXLKAikS 'ApXLK\Eovs AaKda'hrs), was superin- 
tendent of the sacred objects at Delos in 159/8 (ID, 1898, line 6; cf. 1421 Ab, line 6; Bcd, line 
18) and in Lysiades' year, ca. 149/8 (see footnote 156 above), hieropoios of the Romaia and 
Ptolemaia (IG 112, 1938, line 42). His grandfather, 'ApXLKAk S AaKLa613, was priest of Askle- 
pios before the middle of the 3rd century (IG 112, 1534, line 222).157 

154 See S. Dow, "Archons of the Period after Sulla," in Hesperia Suppl. 8, 1949 (pp. 116-125), p. 117. 
155 Republished by J. S. Traill, "Prytany and Ephebic Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora," Hesperia 51, 

1982 (pp. 197-235), p. 204, no. 6. On the date and the correction of LEONTIS to AKAMANTIS, see Tracy, 
ALC, pp. 146, 149, and 156. 

156 C. Habicht, "The Eponymous Archons of Athens from 159/8 to 141/0 B.C.," Hesperia 57, 1988 
(pp. 237-247), p. 242. 

157 For a new edition, see S. B. Aleshire, The Athenian Asklepieion, Amsterdam 1989, p. 257, line 97 and the 
commentary p. 323, where also prominent members of the family in Augustus' time are registered. 
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2316, 65. 'A<PL>o-T64aXoS 10YEYEA<O>V <K>EKPo0TL'8os 4VwX^: from Melite; see discussion on 
p. 225 above. 

IG11 2, 2317 
2317, 48. 'A uuWVLo[s] 'AMMwdLo[v ---L0oS v -VAijS]. Homonymous Athenians of this name are at- 

tested for at least three different demes: Anaphlystos, Pambotadai, and Perithoidai.158 

Foreigners 

IG 112, 2313 
2313,9. [Z]euxo (ProsPtol 17212); 2313,13, Eukrateia (ProsPtol 17210); and 2313, 15, [Hermio]ne 

(ProsPtol 17209) were all daughters of Polykrates of Argos (line 62) and his wife Zeuxo of 
Cyrene (line 60). Hermione still served in 170/69 as athlophoros of Berenike Euergetis in 
Alexandria. 159 

2313, 24. ['AA]KL1axo9S Xacpo7roS 'H7rEtpLpW1T: son of the elder Charops, the leading statesman of 
Epeiros at the turn of the 3rd and 2nd centuries. Charops is mentioned by Ennius, Polybios, 
Livy, Diodorus, Plutarch, and Appianus. A dedication of his from Dodona (FIpaKTtKac 1968, 
pp. 47-51 and pl. 39:a) revealed that he was ?,Eo7TpwTOS 'OrarTo, Thesprotian, not Chao- 
nian, as argued by H. H. Scullard.160 His help was instrumental in allowing Titus Quinctius 
Flamininus to maneuver King Philip V out of Epeiros in 198. He led an embassy to King 
Antiochos III in 192 and negotiated with the King at Chalcis on the question whether Epeiros 
might join him in his war against Rome. An inscription recently found at Tenos revealed that 
Charops, at about the same time, served as architheoros of the Epirotic League to the Aegean 
islands and to Kings [Antiochos ?] and Ptolemaios (R. Etienne, Tenos II, Paris 1990, pp. 102- 
106, no. 4).161 In view of his mission to Ptolemy, it is worth observing that Charops' brother 
Demetrios, during these years, served as Ptolemy's commander of the city of Kourion in Cyprus 
(Habicht, footnote 161 above). 

2313, 32. [--],u--] 'Ava[6]LKAiovs KWiLOS: cf. AZLOKX^ 'Ava4LKXEfvs at Kos, ca. 200 (I Cos, 
no. 10 c, line 61). 

2313, 36. [---] NL'K<0VS0 'E/offLOS: perhaps identical with (or a brother of) NLK6LaXOS NL'KVOS' in 
a list of names from Ephesos (IEphesus, no. 4103, II, line 13). 

2313, 38. ['EirLtOPpo]rq M?rTpo8&pov 'EpvOpadLOS, victor in boxing among the youths: he went on to 
win the crowns, among the men, at Olympia, Delphi, Nemea, and at the Isthmos, therefore a 
periodonikes (I Olympia, no. 186; Pausanias, 6.15.6). His statue at Olympia was the work of 
Pythokritos, son of Timochares, of Rhodes, a sculptor active for about 35 years, from ca. 200 to 
1 65.162 

2313, 48. HoTvKparvrs Hy?ropos TEve3os', victor in wrestling: his brother Damokrates was 
Olympic victor in wrestling and the recipient of a decree of Elis granting him the titles of 

158 Habicht (footnote 66 above), p. 459, note 2. 
159 Clarysse and Van der Veken, p. 26. 
160 "Charops and Roman Policy in Epirus," JRS 35, 1945, pp. 58-64. 
161 See T. Buttner-Wobst, RE, s.v. "Charops", Suppl. 1, 1903, no. 11, cols. 284-285; L. Moretti, "Epigra- 

phica," RivFil 92, 1964 (pp. 320-331), p. 326; C. Habicht, "Ein thesprotischer Adliger im Dienste Ptole- 
maios' V," ArchCl 25-26,1973-1974 (pp. 313-318), pp. 316-318; P. Cabanes, L'Epire de la mort de Pyrrhos 
a la conquete Romaine, Paris 1976, index, p. 614. 

162 V. Kontorini, 'AvcK8OTvS CrLypa(PS PO'ov II, Athens 1989, pp. 140-144, no. 59. 
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proxenos and euergetes as well as other privileges (I Olympia, no. 39). His statue at Olympia 
was a work of Dionysikles of Miletos (Pausanias, 6.17.1; Aelianus, V.H. 4.15).163 

2313, 50. 'E-7TL'vLK0o9 ?aXWVOS I-JTOX(A.aLEV9 a7ro [BacpKr/S]: the restoration is due to L. Moretti, 
"Epigraphica," RivFil 104, 1976 (pp. 182-194), p. 188 and can be considered certain, since the 
name Thalon is characteristic of the Cyrenaica and is found in two inscriptions of Cyrene and 
also at Ptolemais (see Moretti, op. cit., p. 188, note 9). On Barke-Ptolemais, see most recently 
A. Laronde, Cyre'ne et la Libye hellenistique, Paris 1987, pp. 396-397. On the date for the 
foundation of Ptolemais, however, both Moretti and Laronde are not quite accurate. Moretti 
dates it "before 267", but the decree of Argos from which he concludes this is in fact later, from ca. 
250 (Laronde, pp. 396-397; see also P. Charneux, Bull. epigr. 1988, no. 597). Laronde's date 
("c. 246"), on the other hand, is a trifle late, since three HrTOXcEaLEL9 a7ro% B a1pKc are already 
attested for the year 252/1 (ArchPF7, 1924, p. 20, lines 13 and 17; Moretti, op. cit., p. 188). 

2313, 52. Tao KOPdvg Tar-Ko,EdVov Macyv-g a7ro% [MaLaibpov], winner of the pankration: the res- 
toration is due to F. Hiller von Gaertringen (Syll3, no. 1224, note 3), who also remarks of 
Taskomenes "certe originis Creticae."'164 The name is, in fact, twice attested for the Cretan city 
of Anopolis (I Cret II, p. 7, no. 2 of saec. I p. and SEG VIII, no. 269, line 14, found at Gaza, of 
ca. 200165). Crete was a station on the way for the people from Magnesia in Thessaly to Asia 
Minor, who then became the founders of Magnesia on the Maeander.166 

2313,54. [MtLVL]cV flaLtVLov Xpvo-aopEvs a-) 'AVTLO[XELa9]: the victor came from the Carian city 
of Alabanda, renamed not later than 250 by the Seleucids "Antiochia".167 The city returned to 
its old name in 190 after Antiochos III had to cede all of Asia Minor except Cilicia. The victor's 
name is here restored from that of a relative, HaLtwVoL MtLVLcvos0' ToV 0vpo-ov 'AXa/3av3EtV9, 
who was sent as theoros for the city to Samothrace (IG XII 8, 170, lines 20-23). 

2313, 60. ZEveA 'ApLo-wvTo0V Kvpr-vaLa (ProsPtol 17211), the wife of Polykrates of Argos (see on 
line 62 below) and mother of three daughters, all recorded as victors, four years earlier (above, 
p. 229, on lines 9, 13, 15). 

2313, 62. lOXVKp'Trq Mvao-a'ba 'ApyEdos, the husband of Zeuxo from Cyrene (see on line 60 
above), ProsPtol 2172 and 15065. As Beloch saw,168 he is probably related to Polykrateia of 
Argos, the mother of King Perseus. Polykrates, son of a famous athlete (Polybios, 5.64.6) and 
since ca. 220 in the service of the Ptolemies, was instrumental in the reorganization of the 
Ptolemaic army between 220 and 217, in charge of the cavalry at the left wing in the victorious 
battle at Raphia in 217, governor of Cyprus 202-197, then chancellor of the Ptolemaic Empire, 
and in 186/5 in command against the rebels in the Delta.169 

163 See Herrmann (footnote 106 above), p. 174. 
164 For similar names in Crete, see LGPN I, p. 429. 
165 This text is also in W. Peek, Griechische Vers-Inschriften I, Berlin 1955, no. 1508. 
166 See the citations in D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, Princeton 1950, p. 894, note 101. 
167 M. Holleaux, "Antioche des Chrysaoriens," REG 12, 1899, pp. 345-361 = idem, Etudes epigraphiques 

III, Paris 1942, pp. 141-157; W. R. Paton, "Antiochia Chrysaoris," CR 13, 1899, pp. 319-321; for the time, 
under Antiochos II and not later than 250, see Robert (footnote 110 above), pp. 448-466. 

168 Griechische Geschichte IV, ii, 2nd ed., Berlin 1927, p. 140. 
169 See ProsPtol as indicated and Walbank, Commentary I, p. 589; III, pp. 203-205. Numerous documents 

for him and his relatives exist from Old Paphos and can be found in BSA 56, 1961, pp. 15-18, nos. 40-46; a 
statue of him on Delos: IG XI 4, 1177. 
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IG112, 2314 
2314, 9 and 11. 'AacO-Ti3bas KXEopvaco-rov Bot.'n-to[s], victor in the stadion and pentathlon among 

the youths.170 His brother Pytheas was a prominent citizen of Thebes and in 146 responsible 
for the Boeotians joining the Achaians in the war against Rome. Pytheas was executed at the 
orders of Metellus Macedonicus. Polybios (38.14.1) mentions him as "the brother of Akatides 
(codd.: Akastides Dindorf) the stadion-runner" (the patronymic KXEoPf'vovs in Polybios must 
be emended to KXEoFvawcrTov). 

2314, 27 and 59. NLK4oaXos AEcAv3bov 'AX)atlo a'7ro MEo-v,(s): Nikomachos gained his victories 
at two successive Panathenaia, both later than 191, since Messene at the time was already a 
member of the Achaean League. 190 and 186 are, from this point of view, the earliest possible 
dates for Nikomachos' victories. 190, however, is still too early, since lines 15 and 23 show that 
the city of Alabanda had already regained its old name (see p. 230 above). A brother of Niko- 
machos, Leon, was victorious a little earlier, while Messene was still independent, at the Pythia 
at Delphi, apparently also in the pentathlon; see p. 219 above. From the middle of the 3rd 
century dates a proxeny decree of Oropos for two brothers from Messene, Gennikos and Krito- 
demos, sons of Leon(i)des, who could be relatives of Nikomachos and Leon (IG VII, 292). 

2314, 56. [- ] fTr[o]Xq.aLov MaKE8W5v: Livy reports (31.44.6) that the Athenians, in 200 B.C., 

among other measures directed against the Macedonian royal house, cursed "Macedonum 
genus omne nomenque." He also says (41.23.1) that, besides the Achaians, only Athens had 
declared its territory off limits for all Macedonians: "Atheniensium civitas eo processerat 
irarum ut finibus interdiceret Macedonibus." This interdiction was apparently still valid in 
174. The question is, therefore, how a Macedonian could compete in the Panathenaia. For the 
solution, see p. 221 above. 

IG 112, 2315 
2315, 18. NLKavabpos T4.Uwvosv 'ApyEZo0: a brother of his was perhaps Tpa rTwv T4LcuVosV 'Ap[yELsi, 

honored with Athenian citizenship some time between 194 and 147 (Hesperia 40, 1971, 
pp. 197-199, no. 51).171 The ethnic is not entirely sure; AL'[vLoV] and AL4v&8os] have been 
suggested as possible alternatives (Hesperia 40, 1971, p. 199). Lindos, however, had long 
ceased to be a city in its own right, being part of the state of Rhodes. The ethnic had become a 
demotic and would be, therefore, inappropriate in an Athenian decree. 

2315, 30. ME'vavbpos Mvvv[i]wvos AV'KLOS a&rol rayiiov: for Gagai in Lycia, see the references col- 
lected in Le Bas and Waddington, II, pp. 326-327, no. 1338, and the mention in Tituli Asiae 
Miroris II, no. 1148, line 2 (from Olympos): Trvf3Ov Ei7razvw rTjs EbI raFyas #Epovo?)sq oboi. 
For its location see the map in the back of Tituli Asiae Minoris I. 

2315, 36. A[- ]E'as! [- ]ovlov XpvoaopEvs airo 'AAa,/3a[v]Jwv: Holleaux ([footnote 167 above] 
p. 357) suggests that he may be none other than the [Aa&M]wv IaLwvL'ov who is registered as 
victor in 2313, line 54. The correct restoration there, however, is [MLvvL]wv (see p. 230 above). 
The present entry is perhaps a younger relative, e.g., A[ ,u],asa or A[poM]E'as [HaL]<W>vLov. 

2315, 38. [pap]iarov Opao-vflov'Xov TOvLoV: a homonymous man, obviously an ancestor, appears in 
an inscription from Tenos (IG XII 5, 872, line 64).172 Kirchner dates the Tenian inscription to 

170 Walbank (Commentary III, p. 708) erroneously makes him a wrestler. 
171 Osborne (footnote 150 above), 1, pp. 218-219, no. D 105. The stone was inscribed by the Cutter of I 247; 

Tracy, ALC, p. 103. 
172 See R. Etienne, Tinos II, Paris 1990, pp. 42-50 and pl. 10:1 and 2. 
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the 3rd, Etienne ([footnote 172 above] p. 176) to the end of the 4th century. Pittakes has copied 
this entry correctly as he has line 40 (see p. 228 above). 

IG 1112, 2316 
2316, 4. ALA[w]pOS' 'AvaTLy',vOV 'AALK[apvaoj]oEvs: both names are attested for Halikarnassos- 

Antigenes in I Cos, no. 216 and in IG XII 3, 168, line 60 (from Astypalaia); both occur on the 
coins. 173 

Royalty 

IG 112, 2314 
2314, 41-42. [Ba]o-LA4s' FJroAqTaZosa aa-LA4Es0 HroAXquaLov [HroA]q,ua Lbos, 4vAis: King Ptolemy 

V Epiphanes, registered here as a member of the tribe Ptolemais and competing among the 
Athenians. 

2314, 83-90. Four years after the victory of Ptolemy V recorded in lines 40-42, all four sons of King 
Attalos I and Queen Apollonis were victorious at the Panathenaia, Attalos first, then King 
Eumenes II and Attalos' younger brothers Philetairos and Athenaios. Memorable as the event 
certainly was, it was not the first to establish the equestrian glory of the dynasty. That had been 
created long before by the grandfather of these brothers, Attalos, when he, in the 270's, scored at 
least one celebrated victory with a chariot drawn by colts at Olympia.174 No less a man than 
Arkesilaos of Pitane, soon thereafter to become headmaster of the Academy in Athens, dedicated 
a famous epigram, perhaps written for that same occasion, to the equestrian glory of Attalos and 
the dynasty (Diogenes Laertius, 4.30, tr. R. D. Hicks): "Pergamos, not famous in arms alone, is 
often celebrated for its steeds in divine Pisa. And if a mortal may make bold to utter the will of 
heaven, it will be much more sung by bards in days to come." 

IG JJ2, 2316 
2316, 43. Mao-rava/3as, [3ao-]t&Aos- Mao-avaro-oov, victorious in 158 with the chariot drawn by-colts 

in the hippodrome, where he competed eK 7rcvTov, perhaps an indication, although not neces- 
sarily so, that he was not an Athenian citizen at the time. He was the youngest of the three legiti- 
mate sons of King Masinissa of Numidia, after whose death in 149 he shared the crown with his 
brothers for several years, following a settlement made, at the request of the dying king, by Scipio 
Aemilianus. 175 He and Gulussa died early of illnesses (Sallust, lug. 6), apparently not later than 
140, since Micipsa in his tenth year seems to have ruled alone.176 Mastanabal, who had received 
a Greek education, perhaps at Athens, "qui etiam Graecis litteris eruditus erat" (Livy, Per. 50), 
became through his son Gauda the grandfather of Hiempsal II and is on record as such in an 
inscription from Rhodes.177 More important, from a concubine he was the father of Jugurtha 
(Sallust, Iug. 7). He must have sired him at about the time of his Athenian victory, 158 B.C., since 
Jugurtha was somewhat over fifty years old when he was executed in January of 104. 

2316, 45. [B]a-LAEvs Hr[oA]ELa^tos [3]ao-LAE'[w]s HlroAqLalov [Tp]Eo-/3VT[Epos]: the king is here, in 
158, competing in the open contest, whereas in 162 he had been victorious in one of the events 

173 F. Imhoof-Blumer, Kleinasiatische Miunzen I, Vienna 1901, p. 130, nos. 10 and 1 1 (Antigenes); p. 130, 
nos. 13 and 14 (Diodoros). 

1741 Pergamon, nos. 10-12; Moretti, IAG, pp. 94-99, no. 37; Ebert (footnote 136 above), pp. 176-181, 
no. 59. 

175 Appianus, Libyke 501-502; Dio [Zonar.], 9.27.4-5; Livy, Per. 50. 
176 G. Camps, "Masinissa," Libyca 8, 1960 (pp. 3-320), p. 295. 
177 V. N. Kontorini, "Le roi Hiempsal II de Numidie et Rhodes," AntCl 44,1975, pp. 89-99. 
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reserved for Athenian citizens (Column III, line 32 of the new text). Philometor is sometimes 
called o 7rpEo-/3VlTEpO0, to distinguish him from his younger brother, Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II: 
so in OGIS, no. 760, line 4 from Chalkis (=IG XII 9, 900 B) and in ID, 1517, line 5 of 
154 B.C., a document that proves that the addition of the attribute was not restricted to the years 
170-164, when the two brothers (and their sister, Kleopatra II) were joint rulers. After 163, as 
king of Cyprus, Ptolemy VIII continued to be "King Ptolemy, son of King Ptolemy," so that an 
additional attribute remained necessary to distinguish him from his brother. Polybios (29.23.4) 
calls him TOW VECOTEpOV HTo XEpaZov. As for IG 112, 2316, line 45, W. G. A. Otto correctly 
stated: "der Ansatz dieser Liste ... in die Zeit der gemeinsamen Herrschaft der ersten beiden 
Bruder wegen des Gebrauches der 7rpEo-/3VTEpo0- Bezeichnung ist nicht zwingend, da dieser 
Gebrauch auch noch fur die folgende Zeit ... inschriftlich belegt ist."178 

2317, 37 and 47. It has been shown above (p. 218) that the king in question cannot be (as was long 
assumed) Antiochos V Eupator but must be Alexander Balas, who claimed to be another son of 
Antiochos IV Epiphanes. The claim was recognized by the Roman Senate (Polybios, 33.18.12: 
'AX)Eaavposo Ka' AaoLK- /3ao- L X ES vioi), by Strabo (13, p. 624: 'AXE66TVpC TZ, 'AVTLOXOV), 
and by the Jewish tradition (represented by 1 Macc. 10.1 and Josephus, Ant.Jud. 13.35). Most 
pagan sources call him an impostor, following herein undoubtedly the verdict of Polybios, the 
friend of King Demetrios, whom Alexander overthrew.179 

The Panathenaia was not the only great festival of the Greek world at which members of 
royal houses were competing. Victors at the Olympic games include Archelaos of Macedon, 
Arkesilas of Cyrene, Arybbas of Epeiros, Belistiche the concubine of Ptolemy II, Damaratos 
and Kyniska of Sparta, and Philip II of Macedon. 180 Victorious at the Pythia at Delphi were, 
among others, Archelaos of Macedon, Arybbas of Epeiros,181 and Ptolemy I Soter 
(Pausanias, 10.7.8). Lagos, a son of Ptolemy I, was victorious at the Arcadian Lykaia (Syll3, 
no. 314 V), King Ptolemy XII Auletes won a crown at the Basileia in Lebadeia,182 and King 
Mithridates VI Eupator won no less than four victories at an unknown festival of Chios.183 

IV. CONCLUSION 

When in the summer of 166 the victors recorded in Column II of the present inscription 
were competing in Athens, exactly 400 years had gone by since the traditional date of the 
establishment of the Great Panathenaia in 566, after Solon and when Peisistratos' influence 
was on the rise. At that time the festival was expanded so that every fifth year there were 
elaborate competitions. The winners were to receive a larger or smaller number of ampho- 
ras filled with oil that had been collected by the state under the supervision of the epo- 
nymous archon.184 Before long, black-figured prize amphoras of the 6th and early 5th cen- 
tury appear with depictions of the athletic events. About the middle of the 5th century the 

178 "Zur Geschichte der Zeit des 6. Ptolemaers," Abhandlungen Bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften 1934, 
p. 100, note 3. 

179 See CAH VIII, 2nd ed., 1989, p. 362 with note 142. 
180 Testimonies in Moretti (footnote 106 above), pp. 35-198, index pp. 186-195. 
181 For these two, see ibid. 
182 Nouveau choix d'inscriptions grecques, Paris 1971, no. 22. 
183 Robert (footnote 121 above), pp. 459-465. 
184 Ath. Pol. 60.1-3. See P. J. Rhodes, A Commentary on the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, Oxford 1981, 

pp.669-676. 
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Panathenaic procession received elaborate illustration in stone on the frieze of the Parthe- 
non. The third quarter of the century, Athens' most glorious period, may also have been the 
heyday of the festival, since not only all the Athenian colonies but also all members of the 
Athenian league, many hundreds, were obliged to send for the occasion a panoply and a cow 
and to have delegates march in the great procession.185 

After the collapse of the Empire in 404, the numbers of foreigners participating in the 
Great Panathenaia must have been much smaller. But Priene and Kolophon in Ionia, and 
perhaps other Ionian cities, who regarded Athens as their mother city continued to send a 
panoply and (instead of the cow) a crown. This is attested for Priene twice in the time of 
Alexander the Great, ca. 327, and again sometime during the 2nd century,186 and for Kolo- 
phon in 307/6.187 

A delegate (theoros) from Pergamon to the Panathenaia is attested at the end of the 3rd 
century;188 he was probably, since his city could not claim kinship with Athens, sent by 
Attalos I to express the monarch's veneration for Athens and her goddess. Pergamon had at 
that time long had its own Panathenaia. They were modeled after the Athenian prototype 
and are already attested before the middle of the 3rd century.189 

Other kings had even earlier paid their respects to the goddess and her festival by send- 
ing gifts to Athens on the occasion of the festival. When a storm had broken the mast of the 
Panathenaic ship, King Lysimachos sent a new mast and a sail for the festival of 298 
(IG 112, 657, lines 14-16). Likewise King Ptolemy II, at the request of an Athenian 
embassy led by Kallias (who had recently been in the king's service) sent new rope and a 
new mast to be used in the celebration of August 282.190 

As happened occasionally to major festivals of other states, the Panathenaia could not 
always be held when they were due. Sometimes war or bad times did not allow for celebra- 
tions. They were not held, we know, in 286, just a year after the city's revolt against King 
Demetrios,191 and a new beginning was only made in 282, with the help of Ptolemy men- 
tioned above. 

Every fifth year, special Athenian ambassadors, called spondophoroi, went out in all 
directions to invite the Greek states (cities, leagues, monarchs) to participate in the up- 
coming event. A unique copy of one such decree sending out spondophoroi is preserved from 

185 IG I3, 71, lines 55-58 (425/4). On this provision see R. Meiggs and D. M. Lewis, A Selection of Greek 
Historical Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century B.C., Oxford 1969, pp. 198-199. 

186 J Priene, no. 5, lines 2-6; no. 45, lines 3-12 (with the restorations of A. Wilhelm, "Zu den Inschriften von 
Priene," WS 29, 1907 [pp. 1-24], p. 10 and L. Robert, "Notes epigraphiques," RA 24, 1926 [pp. 173-187], 
pp. 177-178 = idem, Op.min.sel. I [footnote 121 above], pp. 236-237). See also I Priene, no. 109, lines 47-52 
of ca. 120 B.C. 

187 A. Wilhelm, "Athen und Kolophon," Anatolian Studies in Honour of W. H. Buckler, Manchester 1939, 
pp. 345-368, esp. p. 349. 

188 IG 112, 886, lines 6-9 of 193/2 (with the restoration of line 9 by M. N. Tod, "Sidelights on Greek 
Philosophers," JHS 77, 1957 [pp. 132-141], p. 137, note 91). The person honored had influence with King 
Attalos I (line 15). 

189 See E. Ohlemutz, Die Kulte und Heiligtumer der Gotter in Pergamon, Wurzburg 1940, repr. Darmstadt 
1968, pp.25-26. 

190 T. L. Shear, Jr., Kallias of Sphettos (Hesperia Suppl. 17), Princeton 1978, p. 3, lines 64-70. There is no 
need to discuss here the matter of whether the Panathenaia in question were those of 282 or of 278 B.C. 

191 See the passage cited in the previous note. 
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the later 3rd century; it was found in the Thessalian city of Gonnoi, not far from Mount 
Olympos.192 In the 2nd century it is the victor lists, those previously published as IG 112, 

2313-2317 and the new ones published here, that show how far these special ambassadors 
went and how far reaching the appeal of the Great Panathenaia was: from Italy and the 
Ligurian coast to the Persian Gulf, from Egypt and the Cyrenaica to Epeiros and Kerkyra. 

These 2nd-century Panathenaic victor lists also provide eloquent evidence of the vitality 
of the city of Athens. The citizens apparently began celebrating the great games with 
renewed vigor near the end of the 3rd century. They did so despite the fact that their free- 
dom from Macedonian control, achieved in 229, was still relatively new and not entirely 
secure. Their institutions, many of them, too were struggling-throughout the first 50 years 
of the 2nd century the enrollment of the ephebeia, for example, remained quite small193- 
yet they chose like Peisistratos, their great enlightened tyrant of the past,194 to use the 
Panathenaia to showcase their city and to remind their contemporaries of Athens' role as the 
cultural leader of the Hellenic world. In response to their invitation, professional athletes, 
influential politicians, royal ministers and generals, queens and kings flocked to Athens or 
sent their horses, jockeys, and chariots. The festival was not only popular with foreigners 
but even more so with citizens, for the increase in the games during the period covered by 
these inscriptions was in events for citizen horsemen. The equestrian program more than 
doubled in size. Clearly there were plenty of citizens able to enter the competition. There 
could not be better evidence of the growing prosperity of the Athenian body politic. 

The increasing influence of Athens in the first half of the 2nd century, to which the 
games surely contributed in an important way, is attested by the donations which the great 
kings made to the city and her citizens. Antiochos IV spent huge sums on continuing the 
great temple of Olympian Zeus begun by Peisistratos himself;195 King Eumenes adorned 
the theater, the very symbol of Athenian literary pre-eminence, with a stoa;196 and King 
Attalos in his turn placed a handsome stoa in the Agora flanking the dromos and providing a 
fine viewing stand for the Panathenaia.197 Finally, the surest and most dangerous sign of 
their re-emerging importance, the Romans chose to give them Delos in 166 as a free port, 
along with Lemnos, Imbros, Skyros, and the territory of Haliartos in Boiotia. And part of 
the festivities at the Great Panathenaia, as we now learn from the end of the new text 
(Column III, line 41), were honors to the benefactors of the city, the euergetai. At that time 
in 162 they not only included the Romans but meant the Romans in the first place.198 

192 I Gonnoi, no. 109. 
193 For the numbers of students known in this period, see S. V. Tracy, "Agora I 7181 + IG 112, 944b," in 

Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History and Topography (Hesperia Suppl. 19), Princeton 1982 (pp. 157-161), 
pp. 158-159. 

194 On Peisistratos' actions with regard to the Panathenaia, see H. A. Shapiro, Art and Cult Under the 
Tyrants in Athens, Mainz 1989, pp. 2-3, 5-7, 18-21, 40-41. 

195 Livy, 41.20; Velleius Paterculus, 1.10.1; Polybios, 26.1.11; Vitruvius, 7.15.7. 
196 See Travlos, p. 523. 
197 For the dedicatory inscription IG 112, 3171 + Agora I 6135, see Hesperia 26, 1957, pp. 83-88, no. 31. On 

the building in general, see Travlos, pp. 505-506. 
198 See the reference to the sacrifice [Trw 87pw]l Trl Pwpa[wv] in Agora XV, no. 180, lines 7-11 of the year 

of Pleistainos, i.e., around the middle of the 2nd century (Tracy, ALC, pp. 141-142). See also IG 112, 1134, 
lines 103-104; 1224, line 9. 
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The events listed on the inscriptions, largely with one- or two-word labels, e.g., WaXt7, 
7rvy/.7), 'L7T7TWL bavXosq, o-VVWpJLpL aKac4.rov, "wrestling", "boxing", "two-lap horse race", 
"flat-out sulky race", and so on, all come alive in the illustrations on Panathenaic vases. 
These amphoras, filled with olive oil, were the prizes for the victorious athletes. The event 
in which the prize was won is illustrated on the back. They were clearly cherished, just as 
an Olympic medal is today, and many of them survive.199 If the vases give us the pictures, 
the inscriptions give us the names. Despite the passage of the centuries, the persons behind 
those names, at least a few, emerge as real people. If we have to recreate in our imaginations 
the sounds of the wrestling match or of racing horses, we have the evidence to see that the 
games attracted many illustrious persons. And we realize, since we only have the names of 
the victors, that many, many more competed. In conclusion these victor lists enable us to 
perceive more keenly the competitions, the festival, and the importance of the city that spon- 
sored them. 

STEPHEN V. TRACY 

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

Center for Epigraphical Studies 
190 Pressey Hall 
Columbus, OH 43210 

CHRISTIAN HABICHT 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, NJ 08540 

199 J. D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase Painters, 2nd ed., Oxford 1971, pp. 403-417. On the later vases, 
see in particular G. R. Edwards, "Panathenaics of Hellenistic and Roman Times," Hesperia 26, 1957, 
pp. 320-349. 
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